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expertise to develop their own top-quality 
programs. And they are writing these programs 
for you to try before you buy. 

Even commercial software companies are now 
recognizing the value of shareware marketing. 
Many are releasing Shareware versions of their 
programs which you will find in this catalog. 

Not demos! This is 
software you can really use! 
Software authors who market their programs as 
shareware are so confident of the quality of their 
work that they are willing to give you their pro-
grams to test and to use. Read the documentation. 
Input your own data. Make sure each program 
works the way you want it to. Even make copies 
for your friends. When you decide a program 
meets your needs and you plan to continue using 
it, the author trusts that your satisfaction will 
motivate you to pay him a modest registration fee. 
The amount is usually between $5 and $100 and 
is always far less than you'd expect to pay for 
comparable commercially marketed programs. 

By rewarding an author for his efforts, you receive 
benefits such as bound manuals, free updates, 
technical support, enhanced features, other pro-
grams, etc. In addition, you encourage the author 
to continue developing outstanding shareware 
programs for your future enjoyment. 

There's more for 
your money... 
There are other outstanding advantages to getting 
top quality software the shareware way. For exam-
ple, you have direct contact with program authors 
who provide you with comprehensive technical 
support. Also, authors update their programs far 
more frequently than do most commercial soft-
ware companies. They rapidly adjust to users' 
needs and even consider your comments when 
making imorovements. New program .----.----o ------I- 	program  
versions are developed more quickly 
and are always available from 
us here at The Software Labs. 

With all these advantages, 
why would anyone want 
to shop for software the 
expensive commercial way 
instead of the money-saving 
shareware way? 

And now we come to the issue of computer 
viruses. A quality conscious shareware distrib-
utor like The Software Labs has for more con-
trol over viruses than do commercial software 
distributors. This might sound strange, but 
take a moment to think about it. That pretty 
shrink-wrapped box of software you grab off 
the retailer's shell may have been used by 
another customer who tried it on his home 
computer and brought it back to the store. 
Checking returns for viruses is rarely on the 
retail clerk's agenda. He lust repackages 
the software and puts it back on the shelf. 
So, the some shrink wrap that protects 
the box from fingerprints also seals in 
the bugs that may be lurking in some 
stranger's computer. 

Just remember! When you put a disk in your 
floppy drive, you're not computing with just 
that disk. You are computing with every 
computer on which that disk has been run. 
Sound familiar? 

The simple truth is that commercial software 
publi.hers cannot control the events which 
occur throughout the distribution channel. But 
we can, and we do! Our expert technical staff 
constantly uses powerful virus-detection soft-
ware and technologically advanced proprietary 
hardware to sniff out and squash any virus 
that tries to sneak through our front door. 
We produce and duplicate every disk in-house 
on sophisticated, professional equipment 
that is totally immune to viruses. We are the 
sole distributors of every disk in our library, 
and, when we do get returns, we never 
re-distribute them. 

That's why we are he only shareware distrib-
utor that can make this unequivocal claim: 

Every disk you receive from The 
Software Labs is Laboratory 

Certified Virus-Free - 
00% Guaranteed. 
Every month we dis- 

tribute over one mil-
lion disks, and every 
one of them lives up 
to that reputation. 
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Are You Share-Aware? 
S : Shareware is an innovative method of marketing softwarr i I k I o)t a type 

: of software. Simply stated, shareware is try-before-you-buy solware and 
S • represents the most economical way of selecting programs that match your 
• specific needs. You're probably used to buying an expensive, coiuiuerchilly S 

S 

• marketed program, taking it home and hoping it does the job. All too often, : though, you find it falls short of your expectations. The shareware way lets 
you choose from a 
wide variety ol high 
quality programs and 
try them all until you 
find the one you like 
best. Then and only 
then do you pay a low 
registration fee to the 
program author. 

CASH IN ON OUR The same 
BIGGEST FREE DISK great types 
GIVEAWAY EVER! of software 

marketed in 
Dear PC Enthusiast, a different 
If you like free disks, then you'll be as excited as we are about our way... 
fantastic 2-for-I sale. For a limited time, we're offering you some of 'l1e software you find 
the best new and exciting programs available today at a tremendous in our catalog is often 
savings. In fact, you can double your disk buying dollars. There is no 

for 9 	disks from written by the same 
minimum order. But, when you pay 	or more 	this 

program authors who special 2-for-1 Catalog, we'll mat& every disk you buy with a free 
disk of your choice. helped to develop 

some of your favorite 
This special catalog includes the programs that our more than commercial programs. 
1,000,000 customers tell us they like the best and want the most. Only now, instead of 
Plus, we have added the most exciting new titles from around the 

allowing the compa- world in order to bring you a collection of software that is second 
nies   they work for to none! Look over the fantastic programs in the pages that follow. 
take credit for their We've included something for everyone. We're sure you'll find 9 or 

more  disks that will make great additions to your library. Mtw1L.A hard work, they are 

you buy 9 or more disks, we'll match your order disk fgr using their years 
'  disk—ABSOLUTELY FREE!_ of experience and 
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free! Order 25 disks, get 25 free! 	 Table of Contents 
Order 50 disks, get 50 free! And so on . . . 	Games and Entertainment.......................6 
If you like, you can get more than 170 	Virtual Reality .....................................17 
program disks absolutely free by taking 	Utilities................................................17 
advantage of our fantastic 2-for-I offer. 	Education.............................................21 

Graphics and Printing ............................ U 
Windows Programs.............................. 36 
Business.............................................. 42 
Home, Garden and Travel. ..................... 46 
Musk................................................... 47 
Spreadsheet......................................... 48 
WordProcessing.................................. 48 
Religion............................................... 48 
Astrology............................................. 49 
Statistics, Astronomy............................ 49 
FreeStuff ............................................ .¶1 

Of course, you can buy any single disk in 
our 2-for-1 Catalog for the regular low 
price of only $3.79 each ($4.79 for 3.5" 
disks). But we think you'll want to cash 
in on our biggest free disk giveaway ever. 

But please hurry! This is a limited offer. 
If you want more free disks than you ever 
thought possible, we must receive your 
order no later than the expiration date 
stated on the order form. 



Behind the Scenes at 
The Software Labs 
IT ALL SEEMS SO SIMPLE... You pick up the phone, dial our 
800 number, and a few days later you're enjoying your new software... 
like magic! Unlike the magician, though, we have nothing up our sleeves. 
It's only our hard work and dedication that make it look so easy. 

Long before you call in your order, our expert staff of program reviewers has 
been busy scouring the planet, looking for software that meets our exacting 
standards. In addition, our reputation for excellence has prompted thou-
sands of program authors from places as far away as Russia and Australia 
to release their software to us for distribution. 

THE DOCTOR IS IN! Every disk we receive is immediately scant led 
for virus infection using state-of-the-art techniques. We then evaluate 
each program for its uniqueness, ease of use, overall quality, and ability 
to perform its assigned task. Only the very best programs make it past this 
first level of testing. 

Programs are then turned over to our highly trained technical specialists 
for the toughest part of the examination process. Every function is ii ior 

oughly tested to ensure 100% IBM compatibility. 
Sophisticated techniques are used to determine 
RAM, hardware, and video requirements. Only 
programs that pass these rigorous tests are 
submitted to our editorial staff for inclusion In 
our latest catalog. 

HOW DO WE RATE? Some Shareware 
companies use rating systems in their catalogs 
to rank the programs they carry. This so-called 
"unbiased" ranking is unfair to both program 
authors and to you, the customer. Ratings are fre-
quently inaccurate and out of date, often reflect-
ing the distorted bias of the program reviewer. 
Since every program in our catalog has had to 
meet our high standards, you can be assured 
that each offers outstanding qualities. 

DESCRIPTIONS THAT REALLY INFORM 
Our editors take pride in their ability to capture 
the essence of a program in words. And because 
it's impossible for them to know what's best for 
you, their descriptions are packed with informa-
tion that reflect honest opinions. Their praise 
is a hard won commodity, and if they say that 
something will "knock your socks off," you'd 
better wear garters! 

THE FINAL TOUCHES The disks are then 
returned to the technical department where they 
are custom fitted with our copyrighted installa-
tion and TSLHELP files. These files gently lead 

you through the step-by-step process for installing 
and running each program. Wherever necessary, 
programs are added that make reading and print-
ing the documentation easy. These "master disks" 
are laboratory certified virus free and then trans-
ferred to our professional duplication equipment 
which is invulnerable to virus attack. 

JOIN US! It's easy for you to join the more 
than 1,000,000 software enthusiasts who have 
called 800-569-7900.  Now when the phone 
rings and you hear, "Thank you for calling 
The Software Labs," you'll know what goes on 
behind the scenes to make your computing 
experience the best it can possibly be. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
and COMPATIBILITY 
All software listed in our catalog has been 
thoroughly tested for compatibility with the 
IBM PC/X1 PC/AT, and 100% IBM compatibles. 
It is assumed that your computer meets these 
standards, is running DOS 2.1 or higher, and is 
equipped with a minimum of 256K RAM and 
1 floppy disk drive. Any additional requirements 
are clearly outlined in the individual program 
descriptions. 

SALES POLICY, WARRANTY, 
and TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
Our modest fee covers the cost of media and 
duplication. We will replace any disk which 
proves to be defective (unreadable) or is improp-
erly labeled. Please allow one to two weeks for 
replacement. We strongly recommend that you 
write-protect each disk upon receipt and that you 
make a backup copy before using it. Reading the 
TSLHELP file and program documentation before 
attempting to run a program will eliminate 
99% of the difficulties users encounter. If you still 
have a problem, we will be happy to provide you 
with assistance by phone: (310) 410-2030. Our 
Technical Support hours are Monday through 
Friday, 2pm to 4pm Pacific Standard Time. 
If possible, please be at your computer with 
your TSL disks handy when you call. 

DISCLAIMER 

THIS CATALOG IS COPYRIGHTED © 1992 BY THE 5OFFWARE LABS 

The SOFTWARE LABS is an 
approved vendor and associate 
member of The Association of 
Shareware Professionals (ASP). 
ASP wants to make sure that the 
shareware principle works for 
you. If you are unable to resolve 
a shareware-related problem 
with an ASP member by 
contacting the member directly, 
ASP may be able to help. 
The ASP Ombudsman can help 
you resolve a dispute or problem 
with an ASP member, but does 
not provide technical support for 
members' products. Please write 
to the ASP Ombudsman at 545 
Grover Road, Muskegon, Ml 
49442, or send a message 
via CompuServe Mail to ASP 
Ombudsman 70007,3536. 

Catalog descriptions that end 
with the letters "ASP" signify 
that the program author is a 
member of the Association of 
Shareware Professionals and 
that the program complies with 
ASP standards. 

AMW 

Our disks are warranted to be readable. The Software Labs hereby disclaims all other express or implied 
warranties for the software in our library, including the warranties of merchantability and fiWess for a 
particular purpose. In no event will The Software Labs be liable for any damages, including any lost 
profits, lost savings, or other incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to 
use the software we distribute. Trademarks of many products listed in this catalog are recognized en 
masse. Many of the programs listed herein are copyrighted by the authors. This catalog, the collection 
of disks, and all proprietary TSL installation and TSLHELP files in the TSL Library are copyrighted by 
The Software Labs and may not be copied for commercial purposes. We do encourage you to share 
without charge our catalog and copies of our disks with your family, friends, and associates. 



UNBELIEVABLE! An arcade graphic masterpiece! Virtual Reality at its best combined with SPECTACULAR ACTION and 
EXCITING ADVENTURE. Undertake the ultimate challenge as you move SMOOTHLY through a sensationally realistic 
3-D world of amazing detail. Sierra Online, Electronic Arts and other commercial game publishers sought the rights to 
WOLFENSTEIN because of its breakthrough animation technology, but Apogee (the makers of Duke Nuluni) reserved this 
one for YOU. Captured by the Nazi's, you'll experience the terror of Hitler's Europe as you attempt lo 4-scape from brutal 
WOLFENSTEIN prison. It's kill or be killed as you battle intelligent, deadly opponents (if you don't get them, they come 
looking for you!). Full 360-degree panning lets you peek around corners and even sneak up behind vour opponents. 
Accompanied by whatever you can scavenge (ammo, food, etc.), you move through the dank corridis :111(1 multiple levels 
of the prison in search of freedom. You'll have to defeat hundreds of ruthless Stormtroopers, savage S.S. officers, and 

vicious guard dogs while 
relieving the Nazi's of 
their stolen treasures and 
escaping certain doom. 
Battles are bloody and 
brutal. Due to Its adrena-
line-pumping action and 
graphic violence, this pro-
gram is rated PC- 13 for 
"PROFOUND cARNA(;E." 
Enjoy the incredible 
digitized soundtrack 
fantastic with a Souiid 
Blaster or Ad Lib cs 1, 
but also sounds grc on 
your PC speaker. I'l;\ with 
keyboard, joystick, or 

mouse. Requires (cil)K, 

a 286 or faster PC, 
256-color VGA, and it 

hard disk. Sound Blaster 
and Adl.ib are optional. 
Mouse or joystick recoin 
mended but not 
required. 

COSMO'S COSMIC ADVENTURE (7403, 7404)2 disks 
Smoother, faster, and jam packed with more amazing arcade action from the makers of Wolfenstein 3-D, Duke Nukeni 
and Commander Keen. Encounter a dizzying array of characters and a seemingly endless stream of surprises in one of 
the most imaginative arcade games you'll ever play! COSMO stepped away from the family space craft for only a second, 
and now his parents are missing - captured by some horrible space beast, nodoiibt. So COSMO is off to the rescue, 
hopping, skipping and jumping his way through some of the weirdest alien terrains ever seen. Avoid dangerous demon: 
bothersome birds, ballistic bushes, bouncing balls and hoards of other hideous creatures. Explore green jungles, anciclil 
forests, ice worlds and more. 	- 	. . 	. 	. 
Climb cliffs, crags and trees to 	 - 

collect an incredible assortment 	 A 	 -- 

of items like grapes, stars, rasp-
berries, bombs and... BOMBS? 
What the heck are those for? 
You'll find out as you join 
COSMOS COSMIC ADVENTURE. 
An outstanding soundtrack with 
terrific, realistic sound effects, 
smooth scrolling screens, and 
loads of action will keep you 
hopping for hours. Works with 
keyboard or joystick. 
Requires 640K, EGA or VGA, 
and a hard disk. 

WOLFENSTEIN 3-D(7401,7402) 2 disks 

THIS TETRIS VARIATION 
IS A VISUAL SPECTACLE 
Z47KIb vLô2 (7409) 

Stunning'2 56-color VGA graphics blow the competition 
away! This is one of the best Tetris variations we've seen. 
It features incredible sculptured 3-D, vividly drawl) pieces, 
backgrounds, and pull-down menus. Game options include 
complete stats, clever sound effects, a mesmerizing self-play 
mode and helpful next-piece window. The excitement 
builds as pieces rain down faster and faster with each 
round, and special bonuses are awarded for completing 4 
rows at once. Works with keyboard, mouse, or joystick; and 
you can reach fantastic scores with unlimited levels of play. Requires VGA or MCGA. 

......................... ......... 
OUT OF THIS WORLD ARCADE ACTION 
KILOBLASTER vl.O 
(7764, 7765) 2 disks 
Fast-action arcade thrills with incredible, digitized, ray-
traced 256-color VGA backgrounds that are truly out of this 
world! Blast your way through hordes of marauding aliens 
in order to warn Earth that death, destruction, and eternal 
doom draw near in the form of a huge alien invasion. Fire 
missiles, launch bombs, and collect shielding, ammunition, 
even immortality as you rocket through some of the rough-
est sectors of the galaxy. This challenging (;alaxian-like 
game will test your reflexes as well as your metal by throw- 
ing some of the toughest competition in the universe your way. Everyone will thrill to the 30 levels of action-packed 
arcade fun and sound effects that scream on it SoundBlaster and also sound great on the PC speaker! So lock and load 
for a gaming challenge you'll never forget. SoundBlaster and joystick are optional. Requires 512K, DOS 3.0 or above, 
EGA or VGA, and 286 AT or better. Not compatible with Stacker. ASP •.....j,............................. .............................. 
THESE ALIENS AIN'T JUST 
MESSING AROUND! 
OVERKILL (8171, 8172)2 disks 
You return home only to find that your planet has been 
destroyed by a demonic, war-like alien race that kills for 
sheer pleasure. Don't you just hate when that happens? Set 
against avast multi-planetary backdrop, OVERKILL (from 
the makers of Jill of the Jungle) is a fast action arcade game 
that pits you and your desire for revenge against the scourge 
of the galaxy. Some of the dangers you'll face include meteor 
storms, space forts, hideous creatures, and strange space 
ships of incredible power piloted by aliens who will do any- 
thing to terminate your existence (nothing personal - they're just doing their job!). You must collect fuel, shields, 
weapons, and other goodies that will enable you to convert your humble fighter into the most awesome war machine in 
the galaxy. Incredible, smooth-scrolling graphics, an excellent SoundBlaster/AdLib soundtrack, and joystick support add 
to the fun of survival. Requires color graphics, 512K, and DOS 3.0 or above. 

GET A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON CHESS 
3-D CHESS (205) 

The best chess program we have ever tested. You can switch 
between the standard top down view and a 3-dimensional 
view which is truly spectacular. Complete on-line help is a 
real blessing because the options will dazzle you: View the 
board from the opposite end, ask the computer to take the 
next move for you, ask the computer to suggest a move, 
take back the last move, and much, much more. Play an 
opponent or against the computer will) 13 levels of play 
(Easy to Championship). Clocks, sound, en passant, and 50 famous master games to watch in demo mode. A must-have 
program for chess fans. Requires monochrome or color graphics. 

TOOT, TOOT! 
PC-RAILROAD (210) 

The next best thing to a real model railroad. Put on your engineer's cap and navigate up to Strains on any one of 
37 predesigned railroad routes. You control the speed, direction, and track switching. All seems simple at first. 
But the more trains you roll out, the more skill you will need to keep everything under control. Also included is the 
IC-RAILROAD ROUTE BUILDER to custom design your own routes. Requires color graphics. 

6 	 ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-569-7900 	 YOU CAN DEPEND ON THE SOFTWARE LABS FOR QUALITY AND VALUE! 



BEYOND WOLFENSTEIN 3-D! 
CATACOMB ABYSS 
(8160, 8161, 8162)3 disks 
Sizzling fire balls, powerful potions and blood curdling 
adventure pave your way through this stunning 3-D fantasy! 
Using the technology that brought you WOLFENSTEIN 3-D, 
you'll embark on an incredible journey into the dark realms 
of the CATACOMB ABYSS! This captivating tale of wizards 
and warlocks displays some of the very best in 3-D perspec-
tive graphics and animation. Your skills as a wizard will be 
challenged by the undead who rise from their graves to 
destroy you, vicious vampire bats with a taste for your blood, 
skeletal soldiers whose only wish is to tear you limb from limb, and a host ol utliei' bizarre creatures. 	i wsc are only 
the minions of your true enemy, the great and evil NEMESIS, whom you must ultimately destroy in order to survive the 
CATACOMB ABYSS. Secret passages, food, weapons, spells and more must be searched out and collected to aid you on 
your way. You'll be accompanied by a film style sound track with music and sound effects that will have you looking over 
you shoulder if you have a SoundBlaster or Ad Lib card, yet still sounds great on a PC speaker. Mouse and joystick are 
also supported. Requires a 286 or faster PC, EGA or VGA, 640K RAM, DOS 3.3 or higher, and a hard (list(. Mouse or joy-
stick recommended but not required. ASP 

.........................•••••••••••••••. 	- 
MILO S TEAM WI TZ? 
CRYSTAL CAVES vLO (9975) 
You are Milo Steaniwita, a man with a mission (which is 
to get rich quick and escape your creditors). Your aging 
spaceship lands you on a strange planet and, with the scent 
of riches in the air, you take a subterranean trip to the 
CRYSTAL CAVES. The goal is simple: collect a fortune in 
gems and escape with your life. The game is vast with 16 
radically different caves, all of which must be explored 
before you can leave. On your travels you'll encounter 
many dangerous alien creatures which must be avoided or 
(and this is more fun) blasted out of existence. Look out 
foiiiidden switches and levers, deadly falling stalactites, egg-dropping alien bats, power pills, secret passages, n'vci'sctl 
gravity, and much, MUCH more! Features incredible graphics and arcade sounds. Uses keyboard or joystick. licqilirts 
EGA or VGA and a hard disk. 

SOME OF THE BEST ARCADE 
ACTION IN THE GALAXY 

GALACTIX 13 
(7236, 723 7) 2 disks 
As if the destruction of the last rain forest weren't enough, 
now the Earth is tinder attack from the tyrannical overlord 
of the relentless XIDUS armada. Armed with your Epsilon-
Class Stellar Interceptor and its Molecular Displacement 
Shielding, Hyper ton Drive, Thermal Burst Missiles, Tactical 
Nuke Smart Bombs, reclining bucket seats, and Acme tooth-
pick dispenser, you must face wave after wave of deadly 
attack ships and avoid being blasted to atoms. If you have a SoundBlaster or Adlib card (not reqiired), you'll rock out to 
the sensational custom soundtrack with digital sound effects. 256 color graphics and ultra smooth, ultra fast animation 
match the best game graphics available today. Play with keyboard, mouse or joystick on any 286 10 MHZ or faster com-
puter. Requires 640K, DOS 3.0 or above, VGA and hard disk. 

PULSE DISRUPTERS AND 
BATTLEMECHS! WHAT'S NEXT? 
MEGATRON VGA v3.25 
(7254, 7255)2 disks 
Experience the most incredible ray traced and hand drawn 
graphics available coupled with outstanding sound effects, 
the highest level of virtual reality, and great combat experi-
ence. As the commander of an elite unit of MEGATRON 
BattleMechs, you must enter the labyrinth combat zone and 
hunt down your enemy. At your disposal are two standard 
omni-field meehs equipped with missiles, pulse disrupters, 	 - 
and radar. You see a 3-D view of the corridor where you 	 -

IrITTITITnTnullurin 

stand, a top down view of the maze, and a changing sonar bill) that MAY be your opponent. Knowing that using your radar 
can give your position away to the enemy, you decide to rely on your sonar and head off in search of prey. Battle can be 
against the computer or a friend connected via modem. Works with keyboard or MS-compatible mouse. Requires 640K, 
DOS 3.1 or higher, VGA, and a hard disk. 

LEARN TO FLY LIKE AN EAGLE! 
MAKE FLIGHT SIMLUATOR SOAR! 
INTRODUCTION TO 
AIRCRAFT CONTROL (9488) 
Not only does this incredible program contain great utilities 
for Flight Simulator 4, it is also a self-contained introduction 
to aircraft control, Used without Flight Simulator, it is a 
superb training course featuring great graphics. learn about 
airports and how to navigate them and about airfoils and 
how they control the plane. The control panel is realistically 
recreated, and there is a detailed description of each instru- 
ment. Next, you are placed in the pilot seat with a great view 
through the windshield with a full instrument panel in front of you. Used with Flight Simulator 4, fasten your seat belts and 
prepare for takeoff as you are about to he guided through a complete flight in your Cessna. You can take off and go sight-
seeing over Seattle, or prepare for filial approach and landing at any airport you choose. Take your Cessna anywhere in 
the FS world and practice take-offs, climbing, cruising, slow flying, descending, and final approach. A must for aspiring 
pilots or anyone with an interest in lying! Requires EGA or VGA and a hard disk. Flight Simulator 4 is required in order to 
run the flight demos. Also included on this disk are terrific collection of 17 new aircraft and 3 new demos for Flight 
Simulator version 4. 

WHAT A KICK! 
KUNG FU LOUIE vs. 
MARTIAL ART POSSE vi.o 
(9318, 9319, 9320) 3 disks 
This fantastic action graphics arcade game with its colorful, 
beautifully detailed screens has the look and feel of a top 
commercial game. You are KUNG FU LOUIE who must defeat 
a New York City gang. The action tests your timing and 
reflexes as you throw Kung Fu punches and kicks while 
engaged in hand-to-hand combat. You must fight multiple 
foes of various abilities on 4 different levels. Each level 
places you in a different scene: Park, Subway, City, and Hotel. Defeat all gang members and you earn the right to fight 
their leader, Martial Art." Requires PC-AT or PS/2 (Model 50 or higher), 512K, EGA or VGA, DOS 3.x, and 2 floppy dri-
ves or a hard disk. 

DON'T THROW YOUR 
BACK OUT- THROW YOUR HEAD! 
EXECUTIONERS 
(7957,7958)2 disks 
WARNING! This intense arcade action game is EXTREME-
LY graphic and may not be suitable for young children! Now 
get ready to sever heads with the EXECUTIONERS in this hor-
rific new fighting game. Along your journey you control huge 
animated characters as you encounter a host of disgusting 
opponents, each with their own method of fighting. For 
example, you'll meet a blood-ridden corpse who rips his 
arm off and tries to beat you to death with it (Yuk!). Using 
keyboard or joystick, you can lift opponents over your head and throw them completely off the screen or drop them head 
first onto the concrete. Of course, you can also punch, kick, and even jump kick. The graphics are unreal, and if you have 
a Sound Blaster card you'll experience the bone-crushing sounds of intense battle. Requires I Meg of expanded memory, 
DOS 3.3 or above, VGA, a hard drive, and a 386 or faster computer. 

TAKE BOARDWALK AND PARK PLACE! 
MONOPOLY v2.JO (9267) 
MONOPOLY plays just like the Parker Brothers game. 
Graphics are phenomenal, and player pieces are beautifully 
animated (they actually jog around the board from square 
to square!). One of the finest versions of Monopoly we've 
seen—full of wonderful surprises! For example, land on 
GO-TO-JAIL and a police car with siren blaring drives up 
and takes you to jail. You then see yourself imprisoned 
with hands gripping the bars. Requires 500K RAM and 
EGA or VGA with 256K. A mouse is recommended but not 
required (Microsoft Mouse 6.11 or higher or logitech 
compatible mice). 

8 	 CASH IN OUR BIGGEST FREE DISK GIVEAWAY EVER! 	I 	BUY 9 OR MORE DISKS ...GET ONE FREE FOR EVERY ONE YOU BUY! 	9 



BEST 3-D FLIGHT SIMULATOR! 	 \ 
CORNCOB 3-D (7405) 	 \ 
This is the "Top Gun" of flight simulators. You pilot a Corsair  
in this amazing 3-D virtual reality world of death and destruc- 	\ 	\ 	, • 
lion. Military intelligence reports a concentration of enemy 	

. 	\' forces 3 miles west o Dulles Airport. complete instrument 	. 	 - 
panel shows your airspeed, altitude, attitude, throttle, and 
more as you fire up the engine. Armed with missiles, cannon 
and bombs, you roar off in search of victory. Realistic flight 
parameters keep you honest, and a rear mounted camera 
shows you what's coining up on your tail. Enemy sniart mis- 
siles relentlessly track your plane, and ground-based anti-air- 
craft guns pepper the sky as you try for the force field generator. Heavily damaged, you land in a nearby meadow. Pressing 
the distress button on your transponder you head on foot after the generator. After planting a bomb, you race off toward 
the rescue van just appearing on the horizon and detonate the explosives knowing that your next mission will be just that 
much easier. Uses keyboard or joystick. Requires 640K, a 12MHZ 286 or better PC, VGA, and a hard disk. 

............................. ............................... 

THE MAKERS OF LEMMINGS 
HAVE A NEW ONE FOR YOU! 
CREEPERS (8158) 
Tile makers of LEMMINGS are at it again. If you like LEM-
MINGS, you'll love this one! They creep, they crawl, they roll 
into a ball. . . they're CREEPERS! Guide these cuddly caterpil-
lars through a plethora of clever puzzles and traps to their 
pupa pots where they become beautiful butterflies. This terrif-
ic, richly animated 4-level taster of the commercial game 
introduces you to these charming little creatures and will 
provide hours of fun. Disastrous obstacles must be figured 
out and overcome in order to solve each level. In order to 
direct the CREEI'ERS as they crawl, they can be blown with a 
fan, bounced on trampolines, pulled by magnets, rolled down ramps, and even smacked with racquets - all in the n:une 
of getting these little guys home safely. Loads of surprising, thought-provoking and entertaining fun for everyone. Requires 
6401(4  VGA, and a hard disk. Mouse or joystick strongly recommended. 

CAN YOU DESTROY THE MISSILES 
AND SAVE HUMANITY? 
PATRIOT COMMAND 
(7480,7481)2 disks 

Against an incredible backdrop of high resolution scanned 
images of the Moon, New York City, a vast oil field explosion 
and more, you'll fight for your life and the lives of thou-
sands. You direct PATRIOT COMMAND and must destroy 
each deluge of incoming missiles before they annihilate your 
cities. Enemy Migs, deadly assault helicopters, high altitude 
spy planes, and fast-moving F-16s will challenge your 
resolve. Your adrenaline will flow in this high energy, fast paced, action arcade wonder. Requires 640K, a 286 or faster 
computer, a mouse, and VGA. 

..............................................., 
SHARKS NEVER ATE PA (MAN! 
CD-MAN (9356) 
CD-MAN is similar to PacMan, except the fabulous graphics 
and characters turn a favorite classic into a whole new ball 
game! Level 1 is an elaborate maze with beautifully detailed 
scenery (reminiscent of a miniature golf course), and it's 
CD-MAN against the repulsive creepy hairy monsters! Level 2 
is a serene ocean setting with beautiful islands, shoreline, 
active volcano, wrecked ship, natives, and more! A floating 
cage in the center, though, releases hungry sharks one at a 
time which go in search of CD-MAN! When a shark attacks, 
its head breaks the surface, grabs CD-MAN in its jaws and 
drags him tinder, leaving a blood slick floating on the water. 
AWESOME! Level 3  takes place amongst the galaxies. We won't describe it here, though. You'll just have to see it for your-
self. This PacMan clone from Sweden is the best ever! Features include: 1-2 can play; Collect goodies for botius points; 
Adjustable speed; Keyboard or joystick; and Demo mode. Requires 512K, EGA or VGA, and a 720K or higher floppy drive 
or a hard disk. 

CUE UP FOR A 10 PIN BULLSEYE 
ARCADE SPORTS GAMES 
(223) (Requires Color Graphics) 
PC-POOL is  fantastic pool game (you vs. the 
computer). You have complete control over every aspect 
of the game—ball speed, english, direction, etc. You can go 
back a. turn, look ahead, and so much more that we'd need 
a couple of pages to describe all the options. The table and 
balls look totally realistic, and the sound effects- ire exactly 
like billiard balls striking each other. Play 8 Ball or Straight 
Pool. This is as close as you'll ever get to the real thing. 

PC-BOWL isa bowling game for ito 4 players. 
You control the position of the bowler and the curve of the ball. Scores are displayed on-screen on a standard 
howling score sheet. 

ARCHERY is a how and arrow game for 1 or 2 players. You release an arrow from varying distances at a 
moving target. ']'here are 5 rounds with three arrows each. Scoring is based on accuracy. 

Compass destroyed, hopelessly lost, and quickly running out 
of fuel, our intrepid hero, HUGO, and his significant other, 
PENELOPE, safely crash land somewhere in the jungle. 
While exploring the area, Penelope is bitten by a deadly 
spider whose venom can only be countered within file 
first 48 hours. Oil NO' ...Can HUGO outwit the evil Witch 
Doctor, find the mysterious Pool of Life, and finally defeat 
his arch-enemy? You can almost hear the beat of the drums 
and the howl of the hyena as you move tllroilgll the spectac-
ular 3-D graphic scenes. A turbo button, built-in hints and other features like save/restore, sound options, inventory 
keeping, and on-line help round out this thrilling adventure. Requires 400K, EGA of VGA, and a 1.2 or 1.44 Meg floppy 
or a hard disk (recommended). ASP 

YOU'LL BE TRAPPED 
BY STUNNING GRAPHICS 
ENTRAP v4.0 (9314) 
Miles of mazes and ingenious enemies attempt to ENTRAP 
you forever in this challenging 3-D arcade graphics game. 
As you advance you are confronted by foes of varying intelli-
gence who will stop at ii(itlling to destroy you! Your only 
defense is to turn the tables and ENTRAP them by devising 
clever traps of your own. At first it seems simple. Create 
a hole here to block a path, fill a hole there for a quick 
escape. But, as you progress, your adversaries become 
smarter and more skillful at circumventing your traps. 
Soon, you'll find yourself surrounded by the greatest 
challenge you've ever faced. It's TRAP or ENTRAP in this complex, thought provoking arcade game. By taking advantage 
of whatever graphics adapter you have, ENTRAP brings you stunning visual effects that are unparalleled in games of this 
type. Requires any graphics monitor (even supports 1024x768 Super Enhanced VGA!). 

THIS IS TETRIS OF THE FUTURE! 
BRIX (8156) 
If you like Tetris, you'll go nuts over BRIX. This HOT new 
release from Epic MegaGames (makers of Jill of the Jungle) 
is the first game to combine great arcade action with mind 
boggling puzzle solving. There are 112 levels of mayhem 
and each one features beautiful 256-color graphics and 
ultra-smooth animation. Your object is to eliminate all of the 
colored bricks by uniting them. This might sound easy, but 
prepare to encounter lasers, elevators, boiling acid, and 
gravity, teleporters, lava pools, and more. With this fascinat-
ing new concept, BRIX is bound to become the Terris of the 
Aure! Features a great SoundBlaster (not required) 
soundtrack. Requires DOS 3.0 or above, 512K, VGA, a 286 
or faster computer, and a high density floppy drive or a. hard disk. ASP 

IT'S A JUNGLE OUT THERE! 
HUGO III JUNGLE 
OF DOOM! (7241, 7242)2 disks 
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(Order individually by Disk No. below) 	 ___________ 
This is the life - the roar of the engine, the feel of the 
breeze, a beautiful new 1992  FORD of your choice, and Lake 
Wakatonka for the weekend. Nothing could ruin this day. 
except perhaps those flashing red lights. You'll have to watch 
out for more than your local Highway Patrol as you race 
toward beautiful Lake Wakatonka. Road signs, rocks, and the 
inevitable slow truck will challenge even the most skilled T&Ch3 1000 RPM 

driver. Use keyboard or mouse to control your car, and a full 	 Transi 1st Gear  

color on-screen map will show you the many routes to your 
destination. Back at the showroom, select from 23 different Ford or Mercury models and get full details on price, 
equipment, features, etc. Requires 640K, DOS 3.0 or higher, EGA or VGA graphics audit hard disk. 

(7228, 7229, 7230, 7231)  4 disks-for EGA 
(7232, 7233, 7234, 7235) 4 disks-for VGA 

VIDEO POKER MEETS 
THE ONE ARM BANDIT 
VIDEO POKER 
SLOT v4.O (7490) 
Play the game that's sweeping Vegas and Atlantic City. Where 
it takes luck to win the standard bar, orange, cherry slots, 
it takes SKILL to defeat the challenging VIDEO POKER SLOT! 
Bet $1 to $4, hold any or all cards and against the draw, and 
get Jacks or better to win. Of course, the more you bet and 
the better your hand, the more you WIN. Outstanding graph-
ics and realistic play will prepare you for the real thing. In 
fact, the only thing missing is the coin slot. Uses keyboard or 
mouse. Requires 540K, EGA or VGA, and a high density floppy or hard disk. 

SNOT EVEN NORMAN BATES 
DARES ENTER THIS HOUSE! 
HUGO'S HOUSE 
OF HORRORS v1.9 (9241) 
This exciting and challenging adventure game uses a combi-
nation of colorful three-dimensional animated graphics and 
text. The look and feel of HUGO is akin to Sierra's commer-
cial games like "Space Quest" and "Leisure Suit l.arry." 
You control HUGO'S destiny as he tries to rescue his sweet-
heart who is imprisoned somewhere inside the haunted 
house, and you must solve the various puzzles and chal-
lenges encountered during his quest. Great graphics are 
accompanied by music and a good sense of humor in the story line. Other features include game save and restore, 
on-line help, an "Inventory" key, a boss button, and more. Requires EGA or VGA, 360K, a hard disk or 2 floppy drives 
where at least one of them is 1.2 megs or 1.44 megs. An AT-class computer (286) is recommended but not 
necessary. ASP 

BATTLE THROUGH A GALAXY 
OF STUNNING ARCADE GRAPHICS 
XYPHR vl.O (7470) 
From the fiery wastelands of your war ravaged planet to the 
infinite reaches of outer space, through 8 incredible levels, 
you'll battle hordes of alien invaders as they attempt to 
conquer the galaxy. You command the most agile, powerful 
attack vehicle in the solar system in this stunning, high 
quality, arcade style game. Spectacular 256-color VGA 
graphics and dozens of outstanding audio effects add to 
the excitement. Armed with your wits and a 2 million watt 
laser cannon, you seek out and destroy the alien invaders. 
Be prepared for anything as the aliens hit you with shower 
after shower of energy pulses, fireballs, and other even more unhealthy projectiles. But keep an eye on your shield 
because when it's gone, you're history! With this kind of exciting action we'd like to wish you good luck, and good 
hunting. Requires 640K and VGA. Hard disk and mouse recommended but not required. 

(9439)  
Slowly your eyes adjust to the darkness. You see brick walls 	 - 
and wooden doors. The smell of drying blood and bile fills 
the air. this can only be MORAFF'S WORLD. 16 levels of 	 . 

dungeons crawling with deadly monsters, just waiting for  
you to make a wrong move. You can see quite far as you  
look in all four directions. Prepare one of your 1(11) spells 
as a monster rounds the corner in the distance. Incredible 
3-D graphics put commercial games to sluune and rival 
hi-res CAI) programs. MORAFF'S WORLD contains built-in intelligent help that realizes when you are confused and makes 
appropriate suggestions. All commands arc one-key - no typing of words or sentences. When you play MORAFF'S 
WORLD, we strongly recommend it week's supply of food and water be kept - not in the kitchen (which is generally too 
far away) - but next to the computer. Really folks! The graphics in this fabulous game will knock you off your seats, 
especially if you have VGA. Requires any graphics monitor. 

DEFEAT DR. PROTON OR DIE! 
DUKE NUKEM EPISODE 1: 
SHRAPNEL CITY vi.o (9440) 
DUKE NUKEM will absolutely knock your socks oil? hInge 4- 
way dual-scrolling playfields with unbelievable ultra-smooth 	 fORTILF- 

tiGA graphic animation that updates 48 frames per second, 
making DUKE a king among arcade games. Over 1 Meg of the 
most realistic game graphics ever seen from the people who 
bring you Commander Keen and Wolfenstein 3-0. DUKE is 
not your everyday hero. lie battles the world's most 
despicable madman, Dr. Proton. t)UKIi runs, jumps, climbs, 
somersaults, and NUKES everything in his way. Large animat- 
ed characters, reflections, great arcade sound effects, built-in hint mode, joystick support, fantastic cinematic sequences, 
self-running demo mode, save/restore, high scores, and more make this one of the best arcade games anywhere! Uses 
keyboard or joystick. Requires 640K, EGA or VGA, and a hard disk. 

AMAZON QUEEN HITS THE SCENE! 
JILL OF THE JUNGLE vl.O (7793) 
Look out Duke, Look out Keen, JILL OF THE JUNGLE is on the scene. 
'hcs strong, she's smart, she's sexy, and she's facing the toughest 
challenge of her life. Guide the beautiful Jill through 16 huge smooth-
scrolling levels filled with vivid 256-color VGA scenery and animated 
creatures (looks great in CGA and EGA, too). Race like a gazelle to 
collect food, weapons, and other objects necessary for your survival. 
Jump gracefully over dangerous creatures and natural boundaries. 
Climb vines to reach new levels of excitement and danger! Even use 
your mystical powers of transformation to become a bird, frog, or 
fish. Do whatever you must to uncover the secrets of the jungle. in 
addition to outstanding graphics, you'll be accompanied by a great 
sound track including unique sound effects. And if you have 
SoundBlaster, you'll hear the excellent musical score and enhanced 
effects that help make JILL OF THE JUNGLE one of the hottest new 
games of the year! Works with keyboard or joystick. SoundBlaster is optional. Requires 512K, DOS 3.0 or above, 
color graphics, and a high density floppy or hard disk. ASP 

THIS CLYDE'S NO CLOD! 
CLYDE'S ADVENTURE v2.O 
(7920) 
Legends tell of the fabulous treasures hidden within the cas-
tle walls of Tahookaboo. In this wonderful animated arcade 
style adventure with great graphics and a SoundBlaster 
soundtrack, you are CLYDE, the fearless rescuer - a highly 
magical fellow who, with the stroke of a wand, can blast 
through brick walls, ignite explosives, and teleport to new 
surroundings. Discover and collect all the gems and lost 
treasures and escape the castle before you run out of ener-
gy. But watch out for the many "hidden surprises" that lurk 
within these hallowed balls, With 16 different castles to explore, you'll find challenge and excitement galore! Will your 
children sing of your heroic deeds or mourn your untimely demise? Uses keyboard or joystick. Requires 512K, DOS 3.3 
or above, EGA or VGA, and a high density floppy or hard drive. SoundBlaster is optional. 

THE RACE OF YOUR LIFE 
FORD SIMULATOR III 

3-D DUNGEONS, MONSTERS, 
AND MIND-BLOWING GRAPHICS 
MORAFF'S WORLD v3.0 
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YOUR FAVORITE COMMANDER 
IS PLAYING FOR OUR LIVES! 

COMMANDER KEEN 
PART 4-GOODBYE 
GALAXY EPISODE ONE: 
SECRET OF THE ORACLE 
(Order Individually by Disk No. below) 

THEY'RE DUMBER THAN 
DUMB AND FUNNER THAN FUN! 
LEMMINGS 
(Order individually by disk number below) 
OMNI Magazine called LEMMINGS: 'The most original  
entertainment concept of 1991.' We think you'll agree.  
This colorful fun-packed arcade game features fantastic 
graphics, and it's hot! In fact, the commercial version became 	 - 	 . . .. 
an addictive arcade game rage. Now you have a chance to  
experience what has made this fabulous game so popular. 
lEMMINGS requires fast, careful thinking under many situa- 
tions and will keep you happily glued to your computer 
screen for hours. Lemmings are cute little people-creatures who live in caves. You must guidc them past the dangers and 
traps, through obstacles, and out to safety. To do this, you make them walk, dig, build steps, climb walls, block the paths 
of other Lemmings, self-sacrifice (explode), etc. The problem is that Lemmings are so stupid! They perform tasks flawless-
ly but mindlessly. They stumble off cliffs and into traps, fall into water and drown, etc. So you must plan ahead to protect 
them from dangers—and themselves! Our two shareware versions are limited to four levels each, but every level offers an 
exciting challenge that changes every time you play. If and when you reach the fourth levels, you better cancel your 
appointments and settle in for a long bout of computer frenzy. Uses joystick, keyboard or mouse. Requires 512K and CGA, 
EGA, or VGA. 

Lemmings (9376), 
More Lovable Lemmings (9905) 

COMPUTER CARD GAMES 
WITH A GRAPHIC PUNCH 
J&J's VEGAS PACK 
(7391-7394) 4 disks 
Two cards sail across the table and settle on the felt in front 
of you. The vivid colors and outstandingly beautiful details 
draw your attention first, and it's only after a moment that 
you realize you're looking at a BLACKJACK. J&J's VEGAS 

TACK brings you 3 popular card games and the best card 
graphics we've seen. Play 1-3 hands of BLACKJACK and split 
pairs, double-down, take insurance, and so on. 5 CARD 
DRAW uses a 52 card deck that is re-shuffled before each 
hand. Jacks or better to win and, naturally, the better your 
hand is, and the more you bet, the more you'll win—IF you win. JOKER'S Will) is played with a 53 card (leek (one Joker) 
and "nattirals" (winning hands without jokers) double the winning amount. Both JOKER'S WILD and 5 CARD DRAW let 
you draw from 0 to 5 cards and bet from $1 to 5 on each hand. Registered users who hit the JACKPOT can receive real 
prizes from J&J Gameware. Requires DOS 3.2 or above, color graphics, and a mouse. 

JUST WHAT WE NEED-SMART SHARKS! 
ALIVE SHARKS v1.2B 

(Order individually by Disk No. below) 
ALIVE SHARKS is an outstanding underwater action arcade 
game that utilizes unique artificial intelligence, simulation, 
and classic animation techniques to transform your comput-
er screen into a realistic ocean foot-. You're a Frogman 
whose mission is to collect rare marine creatures and recov-
er lost treasure. Your stun gun can fend off the many sharks 
that stalk you while you work. But they're extremely crafty, 
so your job won't be easy! This is not your typical shoot-em-
up type game. The sharks are intelligent and independent. 
They surround you in clever formations. And when you shoot at them from far away, they're smart enough to avoid 
your shots. Can you survive their relentless attack? Mouse or joystick are optional. Will not run on Tandy 1000 
series computers. 

(9286) -for VGA 
(9278) -for CGA, EGA and Hercules Graphics 

Winner of the Shareware Industry Award for "Best 
Entertainment" as well as "Best Overall" program! Strap 
yourself in for arcade action and graphics galore as you play 
the most addictive game in the galaxy. Eight year old Billy 
Blaze is testing out his newly built Photachyon Transceiver when he hears a disturbing message. Bzzt... grdddz... blow, 

up. . . ferrrt... galaxy. . . and. . . buzzt... rule. . . . hip! "So the Shikadi are planning to destroy the galaxy?," thinks 
Billy. "Sounds like a job for ... COMMANDER KEEN." In this episode, "Secret of the Oracle", KEEN rockets to an alien plan-
et to rescue the Keepers of the Oracle, who are the only ones capable of helping him find out who the Shikadi are and 
why they're planning to use our Galaxy as target practice. Incredibly smooth scrolling arcade screens and animation, 1 
Meg of graphics, and 14 hideous and deadly creatures to run from, jump or pogo over, stun, and otherwise avoid make 
for more fun than you can probably live with. Billy has some new tricks up his sleeve too, such as hanging onto ledges 
and pulling himself up. There's even a self-running demo mode. Now the only question is, can you save the galaxy before 
bedtime? Requires 640K and a hard disk. Available in CGA and EGA/VGA editions. 

(9183,9184)2 disks-EGA/VGA version 
(9185,9186)2 disks-CGA version 

HIDE THE BABY SITTER! 
THE ALIENS ARE READY TO DINE 

COMMANDER KEEN: 
ALIENS ATE MY 
BABY SITTER 
(SPECIAL EDITION 
DEMO) (9187,9188)2 disks 
Winner of the Shareware Industry Award for "Best 
Entertainment" as well as "Best Overall" program! Don't be 
fooled by the word "DEMO" In the title. There's plenty here 
to keep you busy for a long, l00000ng time. It all begins 
when Billy Blaze's baby sitter is stolen by a mean bunch of hungry aliens. She's going to be the main course for dinner 
and your parents are due home soon. How will you be able to tell them, "The aliens ate my baby sitter!"? Looks like a job 
for COMMANDER KEEN. Armed with your neural stunner and pogo stick, you hop into your homemade starship and blast 
off to Fribbulus Xax on your mission of rescue. Your galactic adventure will have you batthng the dangerous aliens while 
collecting goodies to help you along the way. There are tons of secret areas to discover, a Sound Blaster compatible 
soundtrack, 3 skill levels, gigantic scrolling levels, ultra-smooth animation and screen effects, save/restore games, joy-
stick support, and much more. When Billy gets bored, he can even play a computer game on his specially built watch. 
Now the question is can Billy save the thy before the aliens' dinner time. Uses keyboard or joystick. Requires EGA or VGA. 

COMMANDER KEEN'S "LOST EPISODE" 
KEEN DREAMS 
(7842, 7843)2 disks 
Just released and never before seen, the "LOST EPISODE" of 
COMMANDER KEEN! Now you can enjoy the thrill and excite-
ment of this action packed arcade adventure created by the 
KEEN team, winners of the 1992 Shareware Industry Awards 
for "Best Entertainment" and "Best Overall" shareware pro-
grams for their original COMMANDER KEEN series! It's an 8 
year old's worst nightmare! All those fruits and vegetables 
Billy Blaze turned his nose up at have conspired to take 
revenge and spoil his night. King Boobus Tuber, the evil 
ruler of CT t. 

	has put together an army of vicious vegeta- 
bles just dying to slice and dice young Billy. Little do they know that they've kidnapped the intrepid COMMANDER KEEN, 
fresh from the Vorticon star system and ripe for battle! Armed with plenty of Flower Powers and Boobus Bombs, COM-
MANDER KEEN must hop, skip and jump his way through Parsnip Pass, the Melon Mines, Brusselsprout Bay and many 
oilier such unsavory places. Collect candy, chocolate, and other tasty treats and temporarily turn violent veggies into 
harmless flowers with your Flower Powers. Will COMMANDER KEEN be hearted by broccoli? Will he be speared by 
asparagus? Can he survive sour grapes and tater troupers until finally confronting his arch enemy, King Boobus Tuber? 
The answers to these and many other culinary questions can only be answered by playing this outstanding, fun-filled, 
graphic arcade adventure. KEEN DREAMS is also filled with sound effects and has an excellent SoundBlaster/Adlib 
(not required) music score. Also sounds great on your PC speaker. Requires 640K, EGA or VGA, and a 720K floppy 
or a hard disk. 
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HARDY HAR HAR HAR! 
JUST FOR LAUGHS #2(9258) 
DRIP Characters 'fall off" the screen and bang into other characters below them. Even the pl'OIllt falls off. 
The effect Is terrific fun. 

APRIL gives bogus error messages, types wild computer jargon, makes noises, flips the screen upside-down, 
and types a ridiculous DOS copyright message. 

BOUNCER An IBM character bounces about the screen and scrambles letters as it moves over them. 

FUNNYDOS returns bogus error messages like "Duplicate file name or file not found or I lost it." 

ALIENMES lurks in the.computer's memory and suddenly sends a series of "alien transmissions" to the .scieeu. 

AQUARIUM turns the monitor into a fish tank. Requires color graphics. 

BOO! emits a frightening noise and puts a monster face on the screen in response to any keystroke. 

ChOMP Giant jaws chomp down on the display to clear the screen. 

EYE puts a full-screen, pupil-dilating, roving eye on the display. 

HIT displays a great graphic of a duck smashing a computer with a sledge hammer and the message "Hit a key to 
continue." Can be substituted for the 'Pause' command in batch files. Requires color graphics. 

LEARN TO BEAT THE DEALER! 
ULTIMATE 
BLACKJACK vi.O 
(8282, 8283)2 disks 
Enter this fully-animated casino card game and gambling 
school where you will play solo against the dealer or with 
any of 12 computer characters, each with different playing 
styles. Set the number of decks, change the game rules to 
match any casino, and monitor stats as the game progresses. 
You can even test custom strategies and card counting 
systems, and a slick on-line tutor suggests best moves. 
Requires 512K, EGA or VGA, DOS 3.0 or above, and a 
hard disk. 

ELECTRONIC MR. POTATO HEAD 
FUNNY FACE TOO! (9427) 
Kids who love Mr. Potato Head will go honkers over 
FUNNY FACE TOO! Barrels of fun and easy to use, your 	 low 
child can assemble thousands of colorful zany faces with 
this magical program. There are funny hair pieces, eyes, 
eyebrows, noses, mouths, ears, beards, and mustaches to 
choose from - over 250 in all! Assembled faces can even be 
colored, and a great demo generates funny faces to give your 
child ideas for starting. Faces can be saved, reloaded, edit- 
ed, and printed to any of 180 supported printers. Other 
great features include: On-line help, save picture in .PCX 
format, and more. Requires 512K, color graphics, and a hard disk. 

LAUGHTER IS CONTAGIOUS BUT YOU'D BETTER DUCK! 
JUST FOR LAUGHS #1(284) 
These novelty programs prove that computing isn't always serious business. Try them out on your friends, co-workers, 
or even your boss if job security isn't your top priority: 

123 puts up a Lotus 123 look alike screen that insults you when you try to input anything. 

MEMCHK makes your computer look like it's going through a normal memory check after reboot, But it never stops. 
Ever see a computer with 100 billion kilobytes of RAM? 

FLIP turns the display upside down after a specified amount of time. When the recipient of this prank wonders what the 
heck happened, you might suggest as a solution that he turn his monitor upside down. 

DECEIVE allows you to capture any screen and instantly display it while you're running any program. Great for when 
the boss walks in and you're playing computer games. 

EATERS is a screen blanker with a twist. Bugs scramble all over the screen and eat up everthing that's displayed. 

PANIC is to be used only on the strong of heart. The user is informed that he has been selected for a prize - one hard 
disk format. This fake format looks painfully real! Even the hard disk access light toggles on and off. 

WASH IN TUNE cleans the "inside" of the monitor, drains water from the floppy disk drive, and tunes the 
computer's speaker (those out-of-tune speakers sound awful, don't they?). Great fun! 

VIRTUALLY LIKE BEING THERE! 
SUPERSCAPE VIRTUAL 
REALITY vi.? (9667) 
Explore the same fascinating virtual reality software used by 
the U.S. armed forces. SUPERScAI'E provides insight into 
the possibilities and experiences of Interacting within a real 
time "virtual world." You use your keyboard or mouse to 
walk, run, drive, or fly around a small air base. Switch your 
viewpoint from the ground to the air, go in and out of 
offices, turn on and off a computer in one of the offices, fly 
a helicopter or drive a car, etc. Instructions are on-line, 
making SUPEBSCAPE easy to learn and use. Supports key-
board or MS-compatible mouse. Requires 640K and VGA. 

PREHISTORICALLY REAL! 
MINODINO (7383) 
Step back in time to a prehistoric world. Face Tyrannosaurus Rex and feel the heat of his breath as you fly past his teeth, 
inside his mouth and down his throat. Explore the world that time forgot. Probe its caves and discover the many secrets 
of this incredible virtual reality environment. Move about freely, changing altitude, direction and line of sight at will. 
Concentrate and soon the world around you will disappear and MINODINO will become a reality. Uses keyboard, joystick, 
or MS-compatible mouse, Requires VGA and a 286 or faster computer. 

AWSOME! A MOVING EXPERIENCE 
MOVER 3 (7389) 
Say hello to an exciting new world. Designed as an introduction to the principles of Virtual Reality, MOVER 3 is an excel-
lent experience for everyone froiii kindergarten children to adults. Move freely through the rich, virtual environment while 
learning spatial relationships, computer control, and how to categorize and classify objects. You can stop, start, and ride 
on the moving cart, activate objects, make things appear and disappear, explore behind walls, and find secret entrances to 
hidden places. Uses keyboard, MS-compatible mouse, or joystick. Requires VGA and a 286 or faster computer. 

VIRTUAL TERROR! 
VIRTUAL DUNGEON I: Bob's Dragon Hunt (7448) 
Leave your everyday life fimi' behind and follow a crusade of epic proportion in this incredible 3-D virtual reality simulation 
of a strange, surreal world where fantasy, fiction, and terrifying monsters reign supreme. Your role in life is now clear. 
You must scale the treacherous Craggy Peak, enter the dragon's lair, and embark on the greatest quest in all history. 
You must fight, kick, cast spells, commune with Gods; and when all else fails, scream in litter terror. Thank goodness you 
found that ring! You know! The ring that changes you into one of a variety of fantastic superheroes each time you put it on. 
Invincible warrior one day, mysterious druid tile next. It must be exciting not to know what you're about to become. 
Requires a lard disk or high density floppy and EGA or VGA. 

THIS FISH STORY WILL 
SAVE YOUR SCREEN! 
AquaTSR (7406) 
You'll have a whale of a good time with this cool, colorful, 
screen saver. Fill your monitor with a whole shoal of 
animated angel fish, sea horses, oscars and more as this 
minnow of a program (under 5K) protects you from 
dreaded screen burn-in. AquaTSR lets you specify a key-
board inactivity period and choose which and how many 
of each fish you'd like to see. When loaded in memory 
Aq11aTSR waits for the time period you set and tlieii automat-
ically surfaces on screen to safeguard and amuse you. Does 
not work with Windows. Requires DOS 3.0 or above, EGA 
or VGA, and a hard disk. 
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RESURRECT YOUR DAMAGED DISKS! 
READ MY DISK! v1.3 (447) 

HONEY, I SHRUNK THE FILES! 
THE SPACE-MAKER: PKZIP v2.04c (467) 
This disk includes powerful data compression tools designed to save disk space and money. Expand your disk space up 
to 140%. Don't buy another box of diskettes or shell out megabucks for a hard disk with more megabytes. Just put more 
space on what you already have. Compressed files take up a fraction of the space. Included are the PKWARE programs 
(PKZIP and PKUNZIP) for fast, easy file archiving, compression, and decompression. Also included is PKSFX which will 
convert your compressed files into self-extracting executable files. ASP 

SAY GOODBYE TO ANNOYING COPY PROTECTION 
NEVERLOCK: The Copy Protection Buster (7766) 
Quit spinning your wheels trying to find the right code to start your favorite commercial game. NEVERLOCK saves you 
time and trouble by removing the copy protection from hundreds of popular games and programs. I first used NEVER-
LOCK the day! came home to a room strewn with the pieces of my 688 Attack Sub manual — a victim of my teething cat! 
As a registered owner I'm sure I could have gotten a replacement - for a fee, not to mention having to call and explain, 
and watt, etc! Instead, I cranked up NEVERLOCK and in less than 3 minutes! was on the bridge firing torpedoes at 
Russians. NEVERLOCK completely automates the process. Choose your program from a menu of over 100 popular titles. 
NEVERLOCK automatically creates backups of your original program files and processes the disk. From then on you can 
start up your favorite game without that annoying secret code. The list of programs you can unprotect is amazing! You'll 
find Sim City, Castle of Dr. Brain, Civilization, Secret of Monkey Island II, Gunship 2000, Rocketeer, Fl 17-A & F-19 
Stealth Fighter, Ml Tank Platoon, King's Quest IV, Earl Weaver Baseball II, Sim-City, Railroad Tycoon, the Where Is 
Carmen Santiago series, Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf, Battle Chess II, Strike Aces, Sierra games before 1989- literally 
hundreds of the most popular titles on the market today! So forget paging through manuals looking for paragraph 3, line 
7, word 4. Use NEVERLOCK and let the games begin! Requires 640K and a hard disk. 

PROTECT YOUR PC FROM A COMMON, COSTLY PROBLEM 
IBM AT DISASTER PREVENTION (495) 
CMOS RAM is a must-have program for all AT and AT clone owners! The IBM AT and most AT clones use software to set 
the computer's configuration. An internal battery holds this information in CMOS memory even when the computer is off. 
Eventually, though, the battery weakens, the configuration setup evaporates, your computer then goes on holiday, and 
you're left wondering what's gone wrong! For many, this means an expensive trip to the repair shop. If you knew how 
to diagnose the problem, you could replace the battery yourself in minutes for only $5 to $15 (It just plugs in!). 
This valuable program shows you how to easily diagnose this common problem and how to easily solve it. It also lets 
you extract and°sávc the configuration data locked in CMOS RAM. Do this while your battery is still OK and you can 
restore it in a snap after you've changed the battery! 

UNLOCK YOUR SYSTEM'S SECRETS 
INFOPLUS vL47 (4114) 
One of the best utilities we've seen for finding information 
about your system. 18 screens describe your hardware and 
operating system, including: Machine type; CMOS, ROM, 
DOS, CPU, RAM and video ID; Memory; Keyboard; Mouse; 
Video; Drive; Sound, serial/parallel ports; Multiplex and 
TSR's; Environment variables; Device drivers; DOS and BIOS 
drives; Partition table; and DOS/boot drive parameters. It 
even identified the UART type in our computers—something 
three of INFOPLUS's commercial counterparts could not do. 
Prints any page of information. Optionally runs under 
Windows 3.x and DesqView. Requires DOS 3.0 or higher. 

INOCULATE YOUR PC AGAINST VIRAL ATTACK! 
VIRUSCAN PROTECTION PACKAGE (9821,9822)2 disks 
This total virus protection package is brought to you by McAfee & Associates, a world leader in virus prevention 
technology. VIRUSCAN protects your system against all the major virus strains and numerous sub strains, including those 
viruses accounting for 95% of PC infections. It identifies virus infections and prevents viruses from spreading throughout 
your system. It scans any or all files and specific areas of the system (boot sector, partition table, hidden files, and 
COMMAND.COM), and it even includes a virus-detection self-test. VIRUSCAN identifies the specific virus strain causing the 
infection and reports its exact location so you can easily take steps to eliminate it. CLEAN-UP kills and removes PC viruses 
and, in most cases, repairs infected files, reconstructs damaged programs, and returns your system to normal operation. 
VSIIIELD, the memory-resident version of VIRUSCAN, monitors and scans programs as they're loaded and prevents 
infected programs from executing. It prevents boot viruses from entering the system and scans the boot sector, partition 
table, hidden files, command Interpreter and itself when first run. NETSCAN, the network version of VIRUSCAN, scans 
network virtual drives and identifies existing PC virus infections In file servers. MDISK removes generic boot sector and 
partition table viruses from hard disks or floppies that are formatted with DOS 3.0 thru 4.01. This package is regularly 
updated as new viruses are discovered, and we make the latest releases available to our customers. 

This amazing program will recover ASCII (text) data from it floppy or hard disk that has been severely damaged. Damage 
can be in the form of missing File Allocation fables, missing directories, deleted files, magnetically damaged disks, disks 
with holes in them, or disks that have been contaminated in any way. The data recovered from the damaged (115k is wilt-
ten to text files on another disk which can be read, edited and formatted by a word processor or text editor. Our 1St. 
technical supervisor tested this program as follows: Took a 360K floppy disk containing a 16 kilobyte ASCII file and 
scratched it deeply several limes with it screwdriver until the file could not be typed or copied. Norton Utilities Disk Test 
reported an error reading time file. READ MY DISK! took a few minutes to completely recover the file. This menu-driven 
miracle can recover files up to 32 megabytes in size. Everyone should have a copy of READ MY DISK! on hand to bring 
lost data back from the depths of disaster. Requires 2 floppy drives or a hard disk. 

STOP VIRUSES DEAD IN THEIR TRACKS! 
VIRAWAYv2O.o ~r 	/d - Display each directory examined 

(9943) - 
Di.play each filc .d 

It 

VIRAWAY ranks among the best virus detection, prevention, = Redirect output to printer 

and clean-up programs available today at ANY price. -- /0 - bite massages to file tiS.liT 
- 	execotebie file, o,,li 

'i 	

Halt 	vim detection 

A delight to use, VIRAWAY's unique action quickly, easily, = 
and AUTOMATICALLY eliminates viruses as it finds them, 

After e1.eninmaxse
: Display each file Ole nod 

ans 

assuring you a safe, infection-free system. However, unlike 
- 

many similar programs that remove viruses but leave most 
disinfected files unusable, tile majority of VIRAWAY-recov- 
ered files remain intact. In actual tests, VIRAWAY left 70% fete' path to elect - 

of recovered files unharmed while the best (expensive) Dt\t Sift 
commercial packages actually destroyed 53% of the files 
they disinfected. VIRAWAY finds over 200 types of viruses 
and incorporates many powerful, simple-to-use options. VIRAWAY is regularly updated as new viruses are discovered, 
and we always make the latest release available to our customers. 

NO LATE CHARGES WITH THIS LIBRARIAN! 
DISKTRAK 
('Order lndlvldnallj' by I)lsk No. below) 
This superb diskette calak mgi ng program is pure efficiency! 
You simply insert a disk in your drive, press ENTER, and  
everything else is done autonialically. The diskette informa- 
tion is read and stored in a d:mi:mI,ase, and file information 
can even be extracted front inside compressed files. When 
you need to locate it file, you simply enter the file name or 
partial name and I)ISK'I'RAK will tell you the disk(s) on  
which it is located. An abundance of utilities provide auto-  
made disk labelling, tile tk'k'lion, reporting, and database 
compression. Completely menu driven and very easy to use. Requires DOS 3.0 or higher. 

(4136) - DISK'fRilK /or DOS 

(9983) - DISKTRAKJ0r Windows 3.x 

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING! 
EYEGUARD v2.O (7365) 
Beware—Big Brother is watching you. When you leave your  
computer, run EYEGUARD and a huge animated eye is 	 f 	, , 
displayed that scans hack and forth, "looking" for intruders. 	 . 	

. .' 

When someone touches the keyboard, your computer 
wakes up, looks them straight in the eye, and speaks to 	 . 

them. A huge vocabulary lets you customize your own 
talking messages. I'lumg in special audio effects like bombs,  
telephones, and machine guns. EYEGUARD can even run 	 t\ 

external programs at set limes amid allows you to password 
protect your K. Use the picture supplied or incorporate 
your own (PCX) graphic files. Requires 3801( and CGA, EGA, or VGA, and a high-density floppy drive or it hard disk. 

AMAZING EXPLOSIVE 3-D SCREEN BLANKER 
EXPLOSIVE v2.01 for Windows and DOS (8126) 
One of the best screen savers we've ever seen! Brilliant displays of colorful fireworks explode on screen, 3-D geometric 
shapes whirl and rotate !it a never ending dance, fractal flowers and shells develop right before your eyes, and a clever 
new design called "Trees" combine with other screen blankers for an EXPLOSIVE experience in either DOS or Windows. 
Time DOS version is a TSR program that occupies as little as 1K of RAM. The Windows version is a full-fledged Windows 
3.x application complete with password protection. Requires DOS 3.x or above and a 720K or larger high-density floppy 
drive or a hard disk. Supports Windows 3.x, networks, and mouse. The screen blanker works oil all systems, but the 
graphical displays require EGA or VGA. 
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THE SLICKEST MENU SYSTEM 
YOU'VE EVER SEEN! 
FASTMENU GOLD, 
FASTPHONE GOLD 
and FASTWORD GOLD 
(7159, 7160, 7161)3 disks 
This is one of the slickest menu programs we've ever seen! 
With FASTMENU GOLD v6.1, start your applications with one 
or two quick key strokes. You can have up to 40 full screen 
menus with as many as 20 applications per screen. An 
AUTOMATIC SETUP function will detect most popular soft- 
ware programs and instantly add them from your hard disk to the menu. Customizing FASTMENU GOLD is a breeze with 
it's simple layout and design. It has built in mouse detection, address/phone dialer, allows password protection, module 
operations, DOS exits, and it looks absolutely terrific with its hi-res graphic interface. Also includes FASTPHONE GOLD 
3.0, an excellent VGA phonebook/dialer and address program: and FASTWORD GOLD v2.0, a feature-packed ASCII text 
and batch file editor. Requires DOS 2.2 or above, 512K, a hard disk, and VGA, ASP 

GET A DOCTOR FOR YOUR PC AND DIAGNOSE THAT PROBLEM 
ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS #1(479) 
DIAGS is a diagnostic tool very similar to IBM's advanced diagnostics disk. Complete serial, parallel and video 
diagnostics. Tests printer handshaking and cable wiring, all sorts of async communications lines, 6845, 8250, etc. 
Examines interrupt vectors, resident device handlers. Fully menu-driven. 

DMA TEST tests and qualifies the operation of the DMA controller circuitry. 

MEM TEST tests system memory and video card memory. Informs you of any bad memory chips that need 
replacement. Graphically displays system and expanded memory banks as it cycles through testing. 

FA Treads the File Allocation Table for any drive, lists the files and their block numbers, and outputs relevant data 
concerning block sizes, the number of the first sector of the block, etc. 

PC-STATUS is a full screen status report for memory, video, diskette parameters, environment settings, keyboard 
buffer, installed equipment, etc. 

SPEED jests to different microprocessor and memory operations to determine the 'real world" speed of a system. 
Far more sophisticated than Norton's SYSINFO. 

DESERT FROG SCREEN SCENES 0.0 Avery  
sophisticated memory-resident screen saver that not only 	 , 
protects your monitor from burn-in, It also lets you leave an  
on-screen message or lock your system. Up to 29 fascinating  
blanking scenes, from kaleidoscopes to an aquarium full of  
crazy fish, take full advantage of your system's graphic capa- 
bilities. SCREEN SCENES looks for mouse and printer activity  
in addition to key presses, so it won't interrupt you while 	 . 

you're painting or printing. Using only 6.8K of precious DOS RAM, the rest of the pro - 
grain is stored in either expanded memory or on your hard disk until it's needed 

-, 	Supports CGA, EGA and VGA as well as 25, 43, or 50 line text modes. Requires 

- - 	384K, a hard disk, and color graphics. Not compatible with Tandy compul- 
ers, 

JKFACES An excellent screen saver utility for VGA or Super VGA 
systems to hell) prevent monitor burn-in damage. Displays small 256-
color photographs of beautiful female faces at random screen loca-
tions. Runs from floppy or hard disk. Not memory-resident. Requires 
VGA. 

EXPLORE THE COSMOS WITH 
STUNNING COLOR PHOTOS 
THE ASTRONOMY TUTOR 
(7414-7419) 6 disks 
Experience the majesty and mystery of the cosmos as you 
embark on a spectacular voyage of discovery to the far 
reaches of the universe. This incredible educational 
prograiii is packed with interesting facts and stunning high 
resolution digitized color photographs. Start with a close 
up view of Mercury baking in the fiery inner reaches of the 
Solar System, then work your way outward to the lonely 
frozen wastelands of Neptune and Uranus. Leave the Solar 
System far behind as you visit breathtaking nebulae that sci- 
entists think are the birth places of stars, see distant globular star clusters tainted red by the deaths of giant suns, explore 
vast galaxies glowing with the collective energies of countless billions of stars. included is a comprehensive list of constel-
lations and their abbreviations, and every picture Is accompanied by detailed information. Requires VGA and a hard disk. 

THE MOST ENTERTAINING 
EDUCATIONAL GAME TODAY 
WORD RESCUE (7443) 
HOT GRAPHICS and EXCITING ACTION from the makers 
of Wolfenstein 3-D and Duke Nukem combine to hm'immg 
your children the educational adventure of a lifetime! 
The mean ol' Gruzzels can't read and they don't want your 
kids to either, so they've stolen the words out of all the 
books! Benny Bookworm needs dicir 11(11) to rescue the 
stolen words, match them with flic pictures, and Pit them 
all back, This compelling adveni err karlies spelling, logic, 
word meaning and reading, yet is an exciting arcade game 
challenge. Your kids will visit ainazini,  locations: explore 
(lark caves, rocky clifis, deserts, happy towns, scary haunted houses, Filillix Factories, creepy dungeons, and more. They'll 
collect letters and books and niatch words to pictures for points. Mismatched pairs create more Gruzzles. But never fear, 
Benny can slime the Gruzzels when they get too close. Multiple levels of difficulty let you fine tune WORD RESCUE for 
any age, even age 4. Incredible scrolling-screen EGA/VGA graphics and a fantastic Sound Blaster and Adub soundtrack 
(great on PC speakers, too!) will keep your children riveted. Uses keyboard or joystick. Requires 640K, EGA or VGA, 
and high density floppy or lmai'd disk. Sound Blaster or AdLib card is optional. 

DINOSAURS THAT AWAKEN - - 
YOUR CHILDRENS' CREATIVITY iL - 

BERT'S DINOSAURS v2.O  

(7408) 
A carnival of color and the popular dinosaur theme will  

. 

entice young minds to think creatively. Designed by  
educators for use by young children with a minimum of  
assistance, BERT'S DINOSAURS is an excellent introduction  
to computing and an outstanding creativity tool. Kids will  
love placing dinosaurs of various sizes in different situations 0 i 
and then coloring them. Their pride will soar as they see  
their designs and costoni creations come together on ------ , 	- 

screen. A special text window can be opened to encourage 
even very young children to write about the pictures they create. Completely mouse driven and very c'.iss to operate. 
Drawings can be printed on a 24-pin Epson/IBM compatible (lot matrix or HP laserJet compatible printer, flours of fun 
and fuel for every imagination. Requires VGA and an MS compatible mouse. 

LEARN TO PROGRAM IN THE REAL WORLD 
AT EASE WITH COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 0.4 
(7623, 7624)2 disks 
You'll be AT EASE WITH COMPUTER PROGRAMMING using software that sold commercially for $3491 This excellent 
tutorial incorporates clever animated graphics to teach you the basics of computer programming. Work through stories, 
puzzles, and interactive exercises as you learn to analyze problems and explore solutions. By landing a spacecraft on the 
moon, designing food for astronauts, and managing a multi-national corporation, you'll see how you can represent the 
real world with symbols the computer understands. In other lessons, you'll visit Roman cab drivers to learn about binary 
and hexidecimnal numbers and more. PCM Magazine calls this "the most detailed yet interesting approach to problem 
solving" they've seen. Any programmer, beginning to advanced, will benefit from this refreshing, entertaining approach. 
Requires 512K, DOS 3.3 or above, color graphics, and a bard disk. ASP 

SCREEN SCENES AND BEAUTY 
QUEENS THAT HAVE TO BE SEEN 
SCREEN SAVERS 
(7582,7583)2 disks 
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LEARN "CURRENT" EVENTS 
ELECTRONICS TUTORIAL 
(378,379) 2 disks 
You'll be understanding and analyzing basic AC and DC cir-
cuits in no time with this comprehensive ELECTRONICS 
TUTORIAL that provides text, graphics, and on-line instruc-
tions. Starting with simple definitions for voltage, current, 
resistance, power, conductance, capacitance, and induc-
tance, you'll quickly advance to more complex subjects such 
as determining electrical characteristics for series and paral-
lel resistive circuits, and capacitive, inductive, and RLC cir-
cuits. If your math is a little weak, no problem! A helpful 
refresher will have you solving problems with ease. Excellent 
examples with schematics and step-by-step solutions to problems that help illustrate the lessons are 
provided throughout. There is even a built-in calculator and a handy conversion tool. Requires color graphics. 

...........................••e•.••.••••••••••• 

GET ON THE DC CIRCUIT 
DC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS vi.i 
(7533) 
The best tutorial on DC circuits we have ever seen! 
An absolute MUST for anyone studying or working with elec-
tronics! DC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS is a fantastic educational tool 
that introduces you to the concepts of direct current (DC) 
circuits in general, and digital computer circuits in particu-
lar. Circuits are created and evaluated on your screen, and 
the documentation is an excellent tutorial for learning 
about semiconductors, logic, and digital computer circuits. 
Numerous sample circuits are used throughout and can be 
displayed and evaluated. You can even activate switches to 
see what effect they have on the circuits. Works with keyboard or mouse. Ilcqtiirrs 3(10k, D\ or \0\, 1 rotor monitor, 
and a 1.2 MB or higher floppy or a hard disk. ASP 

wtvt (U1 TO HAND IT TO YOU! 1 1, 
HANDS-ON ELECTRONICS 
TRAINER (7609) 
You've spent long hours learning DC and AC theory and 
how various circuits work. But do you know enough yet 
to fix that old HiFi amplifier that fizzled out a week ago? 
This outstanding program (titled TROUBLE) actually gives 
you hands-on experience at troubleshooting a common 
2-transistor amplifier. Armed with a schematic and realistic 
on-screen oscilloscope and signal generator, you'll tackle 
real-world fault scenarios to isolate and identify various 
problems. Observe AC waveforms and DC voltages (or lack 
of them!) at each junction. Determine which resistor or capacitor went sour, Figure out which transistor junction opened 
up or shorted. Valuable hints are provided throughout. VERY realistic, VERY educational! Best program of its kind we've 
seen! A must for everyone learning electronics. Requires color graphics and a printer. 

GAMES THAT TEACH 

WORDWORM, MATH MAZE, 
and LEARN TO GUESS (396) 
WORD WORM You must consume as many correctly spelled words as possible by eating the letters making UI) each 
word in correct sequence. Points are awarded for letters eaten in correct sequence and deducted for those eaten out of 
sequence. Features hazards and rewards, 4-level play, add words or create a new dictionary, and more. Uses a basic 
dictionary of often misspelled words and a game strategy that reinforces correct spelling. Requires color graphics. 
MATH MAZE V 1.0 An educational strategy adventure game in which you search a maze with doors and dead ends 
for prizes. Numbers block your way to rooms. You start with a set of numbers and must find others which you use with 
math equations (mull, add, sub, dlv) to break through to other rooms. Maze changes each time program is run. 
Five play levels for children through 6th grade. 

LEARN TO GUESS Four entertaining educational math games for kids in grades 1-12 help develop problem-
solving skills. Played in sequence, learned skills are reinforced. Games are for 1-4 players. Three games involve guessing 
regular numbers or Roman numerals. SUPERGUESS calls on knowledge of prime and composite numbers, factors, 
multiples, sums, differences, and products as kids race each other across the screen. Requires color graphics. 

SHINES A LIGHT ON ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS! 	 I 	
PcOnPCCtYT .. . 

ETCAI (8261, 8262) 2 disks 
So realistic you'll think you smell smoke when you trou- 
bleshoot 

	 + 
 situations. A variety of circuit problems with ran(tom- 	 ± 

	

 these circuits! Using Computer Aided Instruction 	 OUT I 

(CAI) technology and fabulous interactive graphics, E'I'CAI 	 en 

lets you apply your text book knowledge to realistic work-
bench 

	

 selected component values help you lc'rimii AC, DC, logic, 	e 	. 

like amplifier troubleshooting, transistor testing, and  

and semiconductor circuit analysis and troubleshooting in 	 T "molten ways no text book can. Besides the really "juicy" subjects 
com- 

mon emitter analysis, other important topics help round out 
your training. These include Oluim's Law, resistor and RLC circuits, gates, flip-flops, truth tables, AND MORE! You can 
even try your hand at amplifier design in which YOU supply all component values and ETAI calculates the circuit para-
meters! On-line help provides vital instructions to enhance learning and on-screen test equipment assists you whenever 
needed. Requires 512K, DOS 3.3 or higher, hard disk, and Hercules, EGA, or VGA. Epson or IBM compatible dot-matrix 
printer is optional. 
....................................................................... 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

' TALKING ABC's 
(7277, 7278)2 disks  
If you have kids, you know that teaching them the ABC's is 
no picnic. You've probably sung the ABC song till you're 
blue in the face. Now, though, you can play a topnotch, com- 
mercial grade educational game that is soon to be sweeping 
the nation: TALKING ABC's. "A" is for Actual voices speaking  
the alphabet. "B" is for the Best graphics available in a game 

— 

of this type. "C" is for Creating pictures by pressing letters 
and moving the graphics that are presented on screen.  
Players learn to recognize each letter as a corresponding 
item is graphically spelled and verbally pronounced In the clearest voice ever to come out of your PC speaker. There is 
also a matching game that asks you to matelt each letter to an image. Positive feedback and encouragement reward play-
ers for correct answers. Requires 512K, color graphics, and a hard disk. 
• ...... .. S ......................... .. •.•..... ..........................  
PARLE VOUS ESPANOLE MEIN HERR? 
WORD TRANSLATOR v3.01 
(Order individually Iy Disk No. below) 
Five incredible bilingual dictionaries that run in the background ready to "pop-up" when you need them. Whether you are 
studying a language and doing your homework, looking for just the right foreign word for emphasis, or conducting busi-
ness overseas, WORD TRANSLATOR is ready when you are. Mitch faster than flipping the pages of an English-Foreign 
English dictionary, translations can be dropped right into your word processor, text editor or other text program. WORD 
TRANSLATOR will even spell check your work in 2 languages (English and Foreign) as you type. Each dictionary includes 
over 10,000 translations to and from each foreign language. Save time writing to foreign customers, spend less time on 
your homework and improve your language skills with this outstanding word translator. Requires EGA or VGA. (Note: 
Only Disk No. 7774 below requires a 720K or higher floppy drive or a hard disk. Windows version does not include 
Russian language and requires DOS 3.3 or higher and Windows 3.1). 

(7563) English-Spanish-English 	(7772) English-German-English 
(7565) English-Danish-English 	(7566) English-Portuguese-English 
(7774) English-Russian-English 
(8145, 8146)2 disks — WORD TRANSIATORf0r WINDOWS 

SPANISH ON MONDAY, 
FRENCH ON TUESDAY  
ULTIMATE LANGUAGE 
TEACHER v1.02 (7281) 
The ULTIMATE LANGUAGE TEACHER will have you speaking  

nouns, verbs and miscellaneous words, then move on to verb  
SPANISH or FRENCH In no time at Till. Quiz yourself first on I 

conjugation and phrases. The simple menu and library sys- 
tems put you in charge of the level of difficulty. Keep track of 
your scores and even graph the results of a quiz session. In 
Spanish there are 302 nouns, 110 verbs, 105 conjugated 
verbs, 50 phrases, and 173 miscellaneous words. In French 
there are 100 nouns, 102 verbs, 51 conjugated verbs, 70 phrases, and 102 miscellaneous words. Uses keyboard or 
mouse. Requires 512K. Learning Spanish was never easier! 

ql~
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PC C C C Cops Schematic from screen or, 
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D,pomso nEBula i/tern copvirnm or printing Complete 
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SE HABLA ESPANOL? 
OLE! REWARDING SPANISH (8222) 
Foreign languages are learned most quickly when studied in short segments. The 60 expertly crafted lessons and wide 
variety of drills in this comprehensive tutorial for beginning Spanish students meets this criteria—AND MORE! You'll 
maximize your learning potential in the shortest time possible as you control the content and level of difficulty of your 
lessons. Correct translations are never more than a keystroke away, and an automatic scoring system marks your 
progress and all correct answers result in rewards, You'll learn nouns with correct articles, verbs and their conjugations, 
numbers, days of the month, a wide variety of everyday words, expressions, phrases, comparisons, and much, much 
more! Select the category of your interest: Tourist, Progressive, or even General Mix format (great for teachers and seri-
ous students). Special travel lessons offer phrases that travelers are most likely to hear and want to say. Lessons force you 
to mark accented letters as you would write them, and there's even a short story to read and enjoy, High scores are 
rewarded with musical tunes, making learning that much more fun. Registered users receive a CREATE YOUR OWN pro-
grain. One of the best progressive Spanish tutorials we've seen—OLE! 

LEARN To SPEAK WITH YOUR HANDS 
LEARN TO SIGN v2.5 (3354) 
Speak up and never say a word when you LEARN TO SIGN 
the American Sign language. This release supports 'finger 
spelling' and full word signs such as hello, mother, colors, 
and more. The included dictionary shows you how to sign 
125 words and synonyms. Each word or phrase is expressed 
with a picture of it hand making the signing motions. There is 
even a built in quiz to test your knowledge. This outstanding 
learning tool will also translate files up to 7500 characters 
long into ASL. Requires color graphics. 

LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE TYPING! 
PCFASTYPE v4.3 

(Order individually by Disk No. below) 
An exllent, interactive typing instructor and drill for begin-
ning, intermediate and advanced typists. A picture of your 
keyboard is graphically displayed on the bottom half of the 
screen. As you type on the top half of the screen, the correct 
key to hit is highlighted on the picture of the keyboard. 
Especially helpful for beginners to learn basic typing skills. 
The VGA version provides a 3-D view of the keyboard. The 
CGA/EGA version (see below) requires CGA, EGA. Works with 
Hercules monochrome when you use a CGA simulator (our 
Disk #433). VGA version (see below) requires VGA, 512K, 
DOS 3.3 or above, an AT class computer, and a hard disk. 

(311) for CGA or EGA 
(7636) for VGA 

TAKE AN EDUCATIONAL 
TOUR INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER 

WHAT'S IN 
THAT BOX? vi.o 
(Order lndvidually by Disk No. below) 
Ever wonder WHAT'S IN THAT BOX? You know, the one you 
stick your floppy disks into. Loaded with informative text and 
fabulous graphics, this entertaining tutorial takes you inside 
your Computer and outlines the mother board, its major 
components, and lots more. Discover how an integrated 
circuit works. Learn about the BIOS, disk drives, RAM, your 
video card, and monitor. Learn how to group bytes into bits 
(or is it bits into bytes?). The easy-to-use menu system moves you quickly ahead one page at a time, or a fast search 
function locates any key word. Main topics are just a keystroke away. A must-have program for every computer user! 
Requires CGA, EGA, or VGA. 

(7750)-for VGA 
(3346)-for CGA or EGA 

KIDS LEARN MATH 
AND SLIME THE GRUZZLES 
MATH RESCUE 
(8167, 8168)2 disks 
If you couldn't get enough of WORD RESCUE - well, those 
nasty Gruzzles are back. This time they're stealing numbers 
from all corners of the earth! Drivers are in peril because 
the speed limit signs have gone blank. Walt Street stock bro-
kers - ire throwing tip their arms in despair: time Dow Jones 
isn't down, and it isn't up - it's gone! In this great new 
arcade adventure you'll choose to be either a boy or a girl as 
you solve math and word problems (ages 4-14) to out-smart 
the Gruzzles. It's up to you to restore all the numbers before 
they disappear forever. But have no fear! At the touch of a button your best friend, Benny the Butterfly, will unload a 
bucket of purple slime on any Gruzzle that gets in your way. Show your kids that learning can be fun with MATH RES-
CUE's exciting action and superb graphics. Supports joystick, SoundBlaster, and Ad Lib cards. Requires 640K, EGA or 
VGA, Dos 3.3 or higher, and a hard disk. ASP 

AN EDUCATIONAL BLESSING FOR THE NEW USER 
COMPUTER TUTOR (302) 
TUTOR.COM  v4.45 is a frilly interactive minicourse on computers and DOS. In a series of nine enjoyable and highly 
informative tutorials you are lead through the use of the keyboard, an introduction to computer terminology, the most 
often used DOS commands, DOS stibdirectories, batch files, an introduction to programming, and an interesting side trip 
through the history of computers. The tutorials are interactive, which means that you are asked simple but important 
questions to test the knowledge you've gained. Because you must respond with the correct answers, learning is greatly 
enhanced and reinforced. If you're new to computing or just want to brush up on the basics, this prograiii is just what 
the doctor ordered! ASP 

THE ABC'S OF C PROGRAMMING 
CTUTOR (9982) 
C is probably the most exciting and rewarding programming 
language currently availahl(', and now you can learn to use it 
even if you don't own it c)lIIIIu'rrial C package. CTU'fOR is 
divided into more than 50 sections that turn aspiring pro 
grammers into full-fledged C programmers, and the BUILT IN 

tutorial compiler will compile (in memory only) and execute 
sample programs right before your eyes. The tutorial focuses 
first on the syntax of C and fundamental programming con-
cepts, then progressively covers all aspects of the language. 
It is frilly interactive and requires no prior knowledge of C. 
Requires color monitor and a hard disk. 

A WINDOW INTO MATH 
XYSEE v3.O 

(Order individually by Disk No. below) 
XYSEE is an INSIGHT ENHANCING addition to high school 
and college level studies in ALGEBRA, GEOMETRY, and 
TRIGONOMETRY. By dealing with muathemnatic functions in 
graphic form, it overcomes the classic difficulty in visualizing 
the curve represented by a given equation, and the effect upon 
the form of the curve when panuneters within the equation 
change. XYSEE is a highly interactive, graphics oriented 
computer-aided-instruction program covering mathematic 
functions and forms within the Cartesian (rectangular) 
Coordinate System. It provides frill coverage of primary level subjects such as POINTS and LINES, intermediate subjects 
such as QUADRATICS, TRIGONOMETRICS, and advanced subjects such as I'ARAMETRICS and COMPOSITES. In addition, 
interactive coverage is extended to forms such as TRIANGLES, user defined POLYGONS, and designs utilizing 
ARTISTIC MATHEMATICS. This marvelous educational tool is packed with advanced features and yet is frilly menu-driven 
with context-sensitive help and a comprehensive on-line tutorial. Also includes an enigmatic game to challenge your 
math skills and supports it mouse. 

(9998) for EGA graphics (Requires EGA/VGA) 
(9999) for VGA graphics (Requires VGA) 
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LEARN ALGEBRA - EASY AS X, Y,Z! 

INTRODUCTION 
TO ALGEBRA v2.I 
(8195, 8196)2 disks 
This ground-breaking program sets a new standard in ele-
mentary algebra tutorials for junior high school through 
junior college students. Colorful high-resolution graphics 
combine with comprehensive lessons, great examples, and 
extensive on-line instructions and help to deliver one of the 
finest tutorials available. With the detailed directions provid-
ed, you'll be solving difficult problems in no time! Add to this 
an entertaining arcade action game to sharpen your factor- 
ing  skifls, a pop-up memory calculator, a slick graphic function plotter for both linear and quadratic equations, review 
tests, automatic scoring, and more, and you've got the right tool to help you get the "A" you'll deserve. There are 7 main 
topics and 44 sub-topics. Each sub-topic includes several worked-out examples where you can actually see the steps 
involved. And, everything is menu driven with slick pop-up windows. Developed and extensively tested by educators, this 
tutorial has proven to increase math performance levels because IT'S FUN TO USE! Requires 450K of free RAM, EGA or 
VGA, and a hard disk. Mouse and printer are optional. 

GET READY FOR CALCULUS 
R U READY FOR CALCULUS I v2.4 (322) 
The main reason students do poorly in calculus is: (1) forgotten algebra and trig skills and (2) they did not master the 
material in algebra and trig that is essential for success in calculus. To address this problem, the University of Arizona 
Math Department brings you RU READY FOR CALCULUS. The program quizzes the student and hones skills on those 
areas of algebra and trig which are actually needed for success In calculus. Includes quizzes, review quizzes, and 
performance assessments. The student is informed if he has sufficient knowledge of the material or if he should work on 
a specific problem area. This easy-to-use program is entirely menu-driven and has on-line help. Highly recommended 
for every pre-calculus student. 

AMAZING 3-D SURFACE 
MODELING AND GRAPHIC DESIGN 
3-0 SURFACE MODEL v3.0 
(7484,7485) 2 disks 
A graphic designer's dream come true! Create fantastic 3-D 
wire frame models, then remove hidden lines and cover the 
surfaces with materials of your choice. You'll be amazed 
how quickly you create realistic images and graphics—even 
add full animation with multiple light sources! Where most 
rendering programs take hours, 3-D SURFACE MODEL takes 
only minutes. Numerous utilities help you design and modify 
your models, and a complete demo speeds learning and 
shows off the vast capabilities at your disposal. One of the 
most complete graphic design and rendering packages available today! Supports many b&w and color printers; supports 
Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA, VGA, PC3270, and AT&T 6300 graphics. Requires 640K, graphics, and a hard disk. 

DOCUMENTS GET NOTICED 

FABULOUS 
BORDERS FRAMES, 
and CORIERS 
(Order individually 
by disk number below) 
(7568,7569,7570) 
3 disks—PCXformat 
(7420,7421,7422) 
3 disks-1fl'G (WordPerfect) 

(7423,7424,7425) 
3 disks-MAC (1st Publisher) 

T
his collection of 45 graphics is a 

mixture of beautiful borders, fabulous 

frames, and clever corners and 

represents some of the best examples of this 
kind of work we've seen. Graphics are very 
high quality and will make an outstanding 

addition to any clip art collection. Perfectfor 

all your desktop publishing needs, including 

newsletters, cards, invitations, presentations, 
educational materials, and more. 

n THIS TEACHER SPEAKS 
YOUR CHILDRENS' LANGUAGE! 

123-TALK and 
COUNTING SHAPES (9981) 
123-TALK v2.7 You won't believe your ears as your 

computer teaches your children to count, add, subtract, and 
even memorize your home phone number. The 123-TALK 
teacher is the voice of a real person, accurately saying each 
number and giving encouragement with supportive comments 
like: Way to go'; 'Great'; 'Excellent'; 'Super duper'; and more. 
You can sing along with the 123 SONG, play EASY COUNTING, 
and bring out your child's creativity with EASY DRAW II. 
There's something for everyone from young "keyboard 
bangers" through 1st graders. Alluring graphics, colorful kaleidoscopes, and collages in motion will hold your child's 
attention. You might even find yourself looking over their shoulder. Requires 512k and color graphics. 

COUNTING SHAPES 0. 00 Learning to count is fun and easy when you're COUNTING SHAPES. Squares, 
circles, hearts, and other designs in beautiful colors will help your pre-school and kindergarten age children master the 
rudiments of counting and shape recognition. As your child presses the key that matches the number of shapes displayed, 
a colorful happy face appears as reward. After 10 tries, a TOTAL screen is displayed to keep track of your child's 
progress. Requires color graphics. 

GIVE YOUR CREDIT RATING 
A CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH 

THE INSIDE SECRETS 
of CREDIT REPAIR (9865) 
Any company can report your credit status to one or more 
of the credit bureaus. These reports are rarely in your favor 
and had reports can damage your credit and keep you from 
buying that dream house or new car. THE INSIDE SECRETS 
OF CREDIT REPAIR gives you the knowledge and tools you 
need to perform credit repair using the rights granted to you 
in the Faiv Credit Reporting Act. You get sample letters, com-
plete definitions of the codes used in your credit report, the 
full and unmodified Fair CreditReport Act, and an excellent 
Case Study of credit repair. Powerful features such as on-line help, easy-to-use menus, word searching, and book mark-
ing will help make credit repair an easy and rewarding task. Works with keyboard or mouse. Requires color graphics. 

YOU'VE GOT PERSONALITY! 
PERSONALITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM vB.5 (1855) 
This accurate personality analysis system helps you better understand your own personality and that of others. 
It has direct application in business as an aid in screening job applicants, etc., and as a personal self improvement tool. 
PERSONALITY ANALYSIS SYSTEM has earned praise for its accuracy from trained psythologists. The program uses 
positive analysis so it doesn't look for skeletons in your closet. This encourages people to share their results. It also 
encourages open communication between adults and teens, helping to bridge the "generation gap." An invaluable 
personal communications tool for friends, married couples, business acquaintances, and other relationships where 
personality is a factor. 

THE BOOK ON SPEED READING! 
SPEED READING COURSE 
(3335) -* 
READFAST.,  v1.4 and READTACH v1.4 
This unique speed reading program will improve your reading 
speed and comprehension. Better skills bring better grades, 
better jobs, faster advancement, and more leisure time. This 
program develops these skills through a series of learning and 
practice sessions. You'll break old habits, read faster, and 
retain more information. If you're in school, your grades will 
improve and you'll have more free time to do the things you 
like. If you're working, you'll read reports faster, accomplish 
more in less time, and generally impress the boss. 

QUIC-TYPE 2 An easy-to-use menu-driven typing tutor to develop your typing skills, including that all-important 
typing rhythm all good typists need for consistency, accuracy and speed. You'll become acquainted with the keyboard and 
then progress through a series of lessons designed to enhance your skills. Typing speed is displayed after each session. 
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55 CUSTOM FONTS FOR 
YOUR DOT-MATRIX PRINTER rrits is the 	Lork font. 
LOMATRIX v4.41 T:41i,'. iD ,iti  

(7478, 7479)2 disks THIS IS THE COMIC FONT. 

Put a new personality in your printer! LQMATRIX is an  
?7 Z7 	' 	tfl1 	h7. 

amazing collection of over 55 outstanding custom fonts for ThL_o -._-o the. Sc-'t-Lp* -f)ort.t. 
your Epson LQ or compatible dot matrix printer. Included - - 	t.&e cb.ee gzmt. 
are an incredible variety of draft, near letter quality, and This is the Tech font. 
proportional fonts including script, italics, Cyrillic, Greek, 

 
Hebrew, large type, math symbols, smiley faces, OCR-A & B, 
and other attractive and imaginative fonts especially created This is the English (Ont. 
for LQMATRIX by talented graphic designers. Easy to follow This is the Square SquaFe font. 
instructions will have you using these fantastic fonts with all This is the Zodiac font. 
your favorite word processors, including WordPerfect 5. 1, 
MS Word 5.5, PCWrite 3, XYwrite, and others. There are 
also utilities to download fonts and set up your printer for special functions like hold, italics, and landscape (sideways) 
printing. There is even a design studio for composing your own custom fonts. This is the best collection of fonts for 
(lot matrix printers available! 

SKIER CLIP ART 
COLLECTION 
(Order individually by Disk No. below) 
You won't be lacking for graphics for your next desktop 
publishing project with this incredible collection of clip art. 
Covering a wide range of subjects, the 9 volumes combined 
include hundreds of images. There are people engaged in 
various activities, holidays, sports, cartoon characters, 
animals, household objects, religious scenes, American 
presidents, historical figures, birds, fish, food, houses, 
buildings, and MORE! 

The following are in PcXformat: 

(6086) Volume 13 (6091) Volume 18 
(6087) Volume 14 (6092) Volume 19 
(6088) Volume 15 (6093) Volume 20 
(6089) Volume 16 (6094) Volume 21 
(6090) Volume 17 

The following are in WPGformatfimr WordPerfect: 
(7723) Volume 13 	(7726) Volume 16 (7729) Volume 19 
(7724) Volume 14 	(7727) Volume 17 (7730) t'oluine 20 
(7725) Volume 15 (7728) Volume 18 (7731) Volume 21 

FROM FLOOR PLANS TO DREAM HOMES!  
HOMEPLAN v2.3 (7675) 	T T 	 ==m  
Forget blueprints, eighth-inch scale rulers, and the seem-  
ingly endless drawing, erasing, and guestimating that goes 
along with designing any new space. Whether you are laying 
out your dream house or designing an ergonomic corpo- 	 '' 	________ 	000 
rate headquarters, HOMEPLAN will greatly simplify your 
life! It's so easy with automatic dimensioning, adjustable 
scales, pre-drawn furniture and appliances, undo, selec- 
table line styles, and an on-screen odometer for displaying 	I 	 — 
horizontal and vertical measurements. If you like, you can 	 ' 
even show the wall framing (studs and joists) for planning 
your electrical conduit and pluming paths. Plans can be printed on 9 or 24 pin dot matrix, HP LaserJet, HP Deslet, or 
compatible printers. With its professional quality graphics and ease of use, HOMEPLAN really deserves a spot in your 
software library. Requires VGA. ASP 
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YOU OWN MUL1IMEbII WibIOPà 	ft  
MULTIMEDIA 1 	 14 
(7450, 7451, 7452)3 disks  
Jul01) on the MULTIMEDIA band wagon! Produce state-of-
the-art text and graphic presentations with outstanding 
sound effects and music that sounds great on your PC 	 FEJUJ i.'fJjj i 
speaker. Incorporate your own PCX, GIF, 111C,1111: and 	 U 	, TD 	.E 
TARGA graphic image files at up to VGA mid SVGA 	 ,f U.F 	fi- PiE 
1024x768x256 colors and resolutions, Add incredible 
graphic effects, motion, and use some of the over one  
megabyte of speech, music and sound effects to create 
dynamic, attention-grabbing interactive user menus. With 
the integrated development editor and built-in image 
processor you'll easily cut, paste, scale, clip, and print images; convert between file formats; and control zoom, bright-
ness, and contrast. The applications for this complete MULTIMEDIA package are endless. Consider the types of tutorials, 
sales presentations, school projects, catalogs, real estate proposals, and more that will benefit from this combination of 
text, graphics and sound! Requires 640K, a 286 or better PC, VGA, and a high density floppy drive or hard (Usk. 

GRIN GRAPHICS Vol 1 
(Order Any 2-Disk Set by Disk No. below) 

This collection of quality graphics includes an assortment of 
158 cartoon characters in a wide variety of humorous poses 
and situations. Graphics include people, animals, fish, funny 
faces, and strange creatures. 

(6036,6037)2 disks - PX formal 

(6044,6045)2 disks — WPGjirmal 

(6038,6039)2 disks — ilRi'frmal 

(6040,6041) 2 disks — RMI'/rniaI 

(6042,6043) 2 disks - 771jriiial 

...................................................................... 
RON SOULE 
CLIP ART COLLECTION 	°4 
(Order individually by Disk No. below) 	 - 
This amazing collection covers a wide range of imaginative 	 : 
subjects. You'll never be wanting for a graphic to fit an 	- 
occasion. The 12 volumes contain a combined total of 	 - - 
more than 1,200 clip art images, including people, animals, 	. 
faces, cute bugs, sports and family scenes, food, cartoon  
characters, office scenes, landscapes, cars, symbols, flowers. 	 - 
vegetables, buildings, oodles of common objects, clothes, 	( 	- 
Coca Cola and other logos.., and the list goes on!  

Art dates from 1911  to the present.  

The following are in PCXformat: 

(6015) Volume 1 (6021) Volume 7 

(6016) Volume 2 (6022) Volume 8 

(6017) Volume 3 (6023) Volume 9 

(6018) Volume 4 (6024) Volume 10 
('6019) Volume 5 (6025) Volume 11 
(6020) Volume 6 (6026) Volume 12 

The following are in WPGformatfor WordPerfect: 

(7699) Volume 1 (7703) Volume 5 (7707) Volume 9 

(7700) Volume 2 (7704) Volume 6 (7708) Volume 10 
(7701) Volume 3 (7705) Volume 7 (7709) Volume 11 
(7702) Volume 4 (7706) Volume 8 (7710) Volume 12 

ORDER TOLL FREE: 8005697900 29 



GET THE PICTURE? 
WORDPERFECT 5.x 
& PCX CLIP ART 
(Order any 2-Disk Set below) 
This clip art library of more than 175 Images for  
WordPerfect and most popular,  paint programs covers a 
broad range of subjects, including animals, flowers, cars, 
holiday objects, sports, cartoon characters, and much, ouch 
more. Load these ready-made pictures into your 
WordPerfect documents or your favorite runt program to 
spice up your printed output. 

(843, 844)2 disks —for WordPerfect 5.x 

(7855, 7856)2 disks - PCX form at 

KRAZY ABOUT CRAYONS! 
KID PAINT v3.004 
(9279,9280) 2 disks 
KID PAINT brings to modern times the age old children's 
pastime of coloring a picture. Your kids will spend hours 
coloring the many pictures (included) with a crayon box of 
30 colors and 10 unique patterns. KID PAINT also entertains 
by playing songs and performing an animated sequence for 
each screen. Requires 640K, EGA or VGA, 2 floppy drives 
or a hard disk (recommended). Mouse or joystick are 
optional. 

CLIP ART AS ARTWORK 
HORNBACK ARTWORK 
(Order any 2-disk set below) 
This disk includes 93 images created by artist Stephen 
llornback. The high quality artwork will look professional 
when incorporated into your published material. The files 
are grouped into six categories: Animals, Musical, Scenes 
(nature and city), Utility (pointing hands, compasses, arrows, 
Bibles, etc., People, and Objects (candlesticks, clocks, dice, 
telephone, etc.). For use with WordPerfect 5.x and desktop 
paint and publishing programs that can handle PCX files. 

(1675, 1676) 2 disks—PCxforinal 
(6143,6144)2 disks—Jr WordPeifrcl 5.x 

THRILLING PICTURES FROM SPACE 
UNIVERSE (1655) 
This beautiful high resolution (640x350) color slide show 
consists of actual digitized photographs from space. 
These spectacular pictures include the Earth as seen from 
Apollo 16, the Apollo crew on the moon, Saturn and its 
four moons, Jupiter as seen from Voyager 2, the setting 
Earth as seen from the moon, a Quasar, a Supernova 
explosion of a massive star in the Crab Nebula, and the 
Andromeda Galaxy. Requires a high density floppy drive 
or a hard disk, EGA or VGA. 

Tp.r-• 

GET THE CORNER ON GRAPHICS! 

BORDERS CORNERS 
and FRAMES, OH MY! 
(Order individual sets 
by Disk Numbers below) 
Scores of imaginative, high quality borders, corners, and 
frames add a touch of class to all your publishing projects. 
Almost every style imaginable is represented in this outstand-
ing collection. Corners can be copied, rotated, spliced, and 
connected to create dozens of eye-popping designs. 

(7588,7589,7590)3 disks—Pclformat 

(7591,7592,7593)3 disks— WPG format 
for WordPerfect 

CIRCUIT DESIGNS MADE EASY! 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
DESIGNER v3.1 (2333) 
Eliminate the tedium of designing common electronic 
circuits and performing basic calcultations. Play what if 
with designs: quickly substitute component values, change 
parameters and design specs, and instantly see the effects. 
Concentrate on the circuit design instead of studying 
reference tables and books of equations and entering 
numbers into a calculator. Circuit designs cover: Passive 
Filters (14 types), Active Filters (8 types), Power Supplies 
(5 types), Op Amps (2 types), Class A Transistor Amplifiers, 
555 Timers (2 types), Communication Electronics 
(11 design topics), and Basic Electronics (18 design topics). 
Requires 320K and color graphics. 

LOOK OUT VENTURA AND PAGEMAKER! 
ENVISION PUBLISHER 
(7977, 7978)2disks 	

rI 	
IN 11P11 I •uuu; 

i LJ,ç" EnVixavoPcbuaM, 	(ii EnVision Pubii,00, gives you ruii (0 When Shareware Update Magazine described ENVISION 	 ) cont,ol Wo, xmatgo on tnxpxgx Q 

co,nfl t.nnwan, - font tecttnslogy, text can be any PUBLISHER as "the most significant new shareware prod- 	
-- 	

W Thanton to ix dannoed 000iabto 

00 point ttext can be rotated, 0 bolded, ,trivIzotJ, and filled itt,(0 

tnPOrt0d right on YOOP9O,0nU 
pvc nave a ..Plot." ompiete sex at oman, 0 and Ventura Publisher with professional features such as 	

and ediOng tocia 

uct," it was certainly no exaggeration. This hill-featured 	 OtaO t,o,n a tiny 4 Point to a HUGE m 

true WYSIWYG capability, a superb graphical user interfacc, 	
N seei6ep 

desktop publishing program is comparable to PageMaker 	I 	 any,o rattan,, 

and state-of-the-art fonts scalable from a tiny 4 points to a 
huge 108 point size, ENVISION PUBLISHER provides an 	 I 	ci Text impressive array of drawing tools for lines, rectangles, 	1 
circles, ellipses, polygons, curves, and more. You can 	

11 

import text and PCX files andutilize all page and document features such as style sheets, cut and 
paste, justification, master pages, full text block and column control, and more - 

&V C3l  the kind of features available only in professional packages costing hundreds of dollars. 
Comprehensive printer support works with virtually any laser, dot-matrix, inkjet, and 

,wv

!\  

Postscript printer. Supports Hercules, CGA, EGA, and VGA. Requires 450K, graphics,1101,  

' 	and a hard disk. Mouse supported but not required.  
IV 

-' 
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IOOPICS FOR 9TO5 
OFFICE PICTURES 
(Order Any 2-Disk Set by Disk No. below) 
Includes almost 100 office scenes. Great for creating business 
flyers, newsletters, etc. Many leave room in a chalkboard or 
balloon to insert your own text, Use with most popular paint 
programs (PDX format) or WordPerfect 5.x (WPG format). 

(1635,1636)2 disksforPclfoi-mat 
(6175,6176)2 disks for WPG format 

(7943-7946) 4 disks 
You'll have to see it to believe it! Without lifting a cursor or 
drawing a line, the graphics you create will BLOW YOU 
AWAY! Working like a program compiler, you use 
EXTREMELY SIMPLE programming language to describe 
"objects" in space and combine them into the most incredi-
ble 3-D graphics you've ever seen. Pick from many solid fig-
tires, including spheres, ellipsoids, cones, cylinders, planes, 
etc., and various shading models (reflection, refraction, 

marble, wood, and many others) to "build" a picture, For example, by combining the included source code In various 
ways, you can create a world of mirrored spheres floating above a chessboard of marble and oak with every detail perfect-
ly reflected and every dimension correctly shown. It sounds difficult, but it isn't, You'll learn to easily write the source 
code and create futuristic cars, space craft, and even aliens. Includes a menu-driven user interface, a complete easy-to-fol-
low tutorial, and over 50 sample data files ready to compile and display. Requires VGA, DOS 3.0 or above, a hard disk, 
and 640K. (286 computers ONLY require a math coprocessor). TSI, highly recommends ANYANGLE (TSL Disk #2400 - see 
belov) as an indispensable tool for simplifying POV calculations). 

ANYANGLE v2.65 (2400) 
This easy-to-use, feature-filled triangle solver requires no math knowledge amid is for students, engineers, builders, 
machinists, surveyors, carpenters, etc. Solves any triangle given the minimum amount of data, and always knows when 
enough data exists to solve the angle. Allows easy tinkering with solved triangles for custom fit and design work. Analysis 
includes area, perimeter, altitude, coordinates of vertices, and data about the inscribed circle and circumcircle. Data can 
be saved and printed. Requires graphics. 

riciivi LLIItKfltAV5, CALENDARS, 
BUSINESS CARDS, LABELS! 
LETTERHEADS PLUS (132) 

LETTERHEAD GENERATOR v3.00 allows you to 
design and print custom letterheads, envelopes, index cards 
and labels. The system provides fora very simple way to 
design logos to be printed on the top left side of the paper. 
Other name and address information is printed on the tot) 
middle or right side. Requires EnsnniFX or IBM and coinn.ti_ 
ble printers including laser printers with Epson emulation. Requires graphics. 
YEARAL vO. llTdisplays or prints annual calendars and daily/monthly/weekly schedules for years 1901 to 4000. 
Normal, Fiscal Year, AGGIE, or 3-Digit Julian Date Calendars can be produced in multiple copies for any number of 
consecutive years. And all of this in English or any one of 14 foreign languages. 

BUSINESS CARD CREATOR allows you to create and print simple business cards. You select the layout, 
border design, and the information you want to appear. Requires Epson or IBM and compatible printers. 
BOXLABEL prints an address label for any box or package. You'll need a pair of scissors and a glue stick, 
but it's neater than hand scribbling with a marking pen. Ideal for UPS mailings. Requires Epson or IBM and 
compatible printers. 

THE BEST PAINT PROGRAM 
ON THE MARKET! 
NEOPAINT vi., 	 - 
(8169,8170) 2 disks 
The ULTIMATE image editing and paint program for DOS! 
If this doesn't bring out the artist In you, nothing will! 
NEOPAINT includes many powerful features 1(11111(1 only in 
programs costing hundreds of dollars, tJN'ttI. NOW! Read 
and write 2, 16and256colorPcX,GIFammdTlFFfiles. 	 ii 1I t*1.*U* 111 l 

Convert between differing formats, colors and resolutions 	 ) 
and take advantage of a beautiful graphical interface that  

lets you view and edit multiple images In user selectable 
video modes up to 1024x768x256. Just a few of the power- 
ful features include cut/copy/paste/move, airbrush, color eraser and convert, 3-D cube and pyramid, magic marker, 
stamp pad, custom patterns and palettes, color balance, brightness, contrast, and color reduction. Manipulate your 
images using invert, flip, rotate, stretch, scale, smudge, blur, pixelize, and more. There's even a screen capture program. 
There are 12 fonts in multiple sizes with bold, italic, underline, outline and shadow effects with support for dot-matrix, 
HP LaserJet, Postscript and compatible printers, Expanded (EMS), extended (XMS), and virtual disk memory. If you 
haven't tried NEOPAINT, you haven't tried the best! Requires Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA or Super VGA; Mouse; Hard disk; 
DOS 3.1 or above. 

PRICELESS PEOPLE 
Vol. 1, 2, 3 
(Order any 3-disk set by Disk No. below) 
Forty-five of the nicest graphics we've seen! They depict peo-
ple from all walks of life engaged in various activities - from 
the "serious" (roller skating, dancing, hiking, jogging, office 
work, etc.) to the not-so-serious (as you can see above). 
The perfect addition to any graphics library! All are high-res 
300 dpi. 

(7986, 7987, 7988) - PCX formal 
(7989, 7990, 7991) - WI16/6rn:alj6r WordPerfect 

PRINT BANNERS BIG AND SMALL 	 - 
BANNER BONANZA (7035) 
Get your message across (across the room) with these won- 	

" 

derful banner programs. 

BANNERIFIC v2.0 produces terrific banners using all 
the keyboard characters in any size up to the width of your 
computer paper. Print your banners horizontally or vertically 
and with special effects. 

DMBANNER v3.0 plus your special message with 
another message inside. Imagine seeing "MERRY CHRIST- 	 ..__" 
MAS" composed of time line "HAPPY NEW YEAR" repeated over 
and over. Very clever. Requires an Epson-compatible printer. 	- 

FONTSY v2. 1 creates banners that are clearly readable from across a large room. Simply select from among 20 
different fonts, type in time text you wish displayed, and your banner is printed. Requires an Epson-compatible printer. 

BANNER prints every letter in the alphabet in any one of 20 different sizes. Requires a. dot-matrix printer. 

LOOK OUT PRINT SHOP!  
Pr1ntPARTNER v2.0 (6047) 
The wait is finally over! Shareware's answer to Print Shop 	: 	 iI 	el'- umid Pm nmtmmmatu has am m mvcd PrintPARTNER is a full function 	' 	 I  

sign, banner, calendar, greeting card and letterhead maker,  
and the fine array of graphics and fonts included with 	,fl' 
PrintPARTNER are sharper, cleaner, and smoother than the 	. 	iI 14 4 commercial competition. So much for those old-fashioned  

"jaggies" we're so accustomed to seeing! PrintPARTNER 
works much like Print Shop and Printmnaster, except with 	 . i! 
SUPERIOR PRINTING QUALITY. A selection of 75 fine graph- 
ics is yours to choose from, and two different graphics may be included on each sign in any of three different sizes. Also, 
graphics can be placed anywhere you like on your signs. Fonts come in 11 great styles with a choice of 3 sizes per style. 
Another great feature is that PrintPARTNER can import Printmaster and Print Shop (not New Print Shop) graphic libraries 
(see Print Silo1) graphic collections below for thousands of great pictures to use with PrintPARTNER). You can save your 
work and reload it later, and PrintPARTNER works with nearly any dot-matrix or LaserJet compatible laser printer. 
Requires 384K and color graphics. 

RAY TRACER: THE GRAPHIC ARTIST 
PERSISTENCE OF 
VISION-RAY TRACE vi.o 

Technical Service Associates 
277SICtU3t Roi 	C,,kjrba SC 29210 
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PRINT SHOP NEVER 
LOOKED S0000 GOOD! 
PRINT SHOP 	 8 GRAPHICS LIBRARY #1 
(1663, 1664)2 disks 

An incredible variety of more than 1,000 high-quality Print Shop graphics for every conceivable occasion. Requires any 
version of Print Shop or Pr1ntPARTNER (see TSL Disk #6047 above). 

MORE GREAT PIX FOR PRINT SHOP 
PRINT SHOP 

 PICTURE COLLECTION 1 
(Order individually by Disk No. below)  
A fantastic collection of Print Shop graphics covering everything under the Sun. Each disk contains 100 or more icons 
ready for use with Print Shop. Requires Print Shop or Pr1nPARFNER (see TSL Disk #6047 above). 

(9809) Volume 1 	(9813) Volume 5 	(9817) Volume 9 
(9810) Volume 2 	(9814) Volume 6 	(9818) Volume 10 
(9811) Volume 3 	(9815) Volume 7 	(9819) Volume 11 
(9812) Volume 4 	(9816) Volume 8 	(9820) Volume 12 
................ 0• ..................................................... 
MORE THAN 700 GREAT ' Iiopt 1 	. PICTURES FOR PRINT SHOP 	 . .;. 	H 

	

PRINT SHOP GRAPHICS 	 I 
#3and#4 	 L2 
(1689, 1690)2 disks 

More than 700 terrific graphics to make Print Shop soar. Includes an incredible variety of top-notch images to fill every 
printing job. Requires any version of Print Shop or Pr1ntPARTNER (see TSL Disk #6047 above). 

HIbH -END, LOW-COST CAD 
PRINTCADD 3D 
(9946,9947)2 disks 
Your creativity will soar with PRINTCADD 3-D vi. 10. 
With the drafting, design, and modeling features included in 
this outstanding program, you'll soon be opening multiple 
windows, extruding and revolving surfaces, and choosing 
from the parts libraries and fill patterns to render realistic 
graphics complete with perspective and parallel projections; 
hidden line elimination; and transparent zooms, pans, and 
redraws. You'll get Epson, Tandy, IBM, and HP LaserJet 
printer support and high resolution hill-page scaled printing. 
Features like these are usually available only in programs 
costing thousands of dollars, but you can have them all with PR1NTADD 3-D. Requires 540K, EGA or VGA, 
and a hard disk. 

VGA MAGIC WILL DAZZLE YOU! 
VGA GRAPHICS  
SHOW#1(1656)  
DAZZLE, LUMEN, VGAFISH, PLASMA, TORUS, TUNNEL,  

	

0-MY-GOD, PYRO. If a picture is worth a thousand words, 	 I ': 
these words are worth 256,000 colors. This collection of  
visually exciting programs will show off the full capabilities  
of your VGA monitor. Animated graphics range from ran-  
domly generated patterns to an aquarium and a revolving  
spaceship. And several of the programs allow you to change  

	

the shapes, color, timing, etc, of the images. We cheated a 	 - 
little on this disk because PYRO works on EGA as well as 	 ld 

VGA. But this dazzling fireworks show with sound is so terrific that we thought you u ouhln 1 mind It you want to see what 
VGA is all about, close the door, turn off the lights, and let VGA GRAPHICS SHOW mesmerize you. Requires VGA. 

TINY CAD WITH A BIG PUNCH! 
MICROCAD & 

111 KADFONT (9133) 
MICROCAD v2.0 Here's an UNBELIEVABLY versatile 
CAD program with features you'd expect to find only in 	 MIcoCAD 1.0 

programs costing thousands of dollars. MICROCAD call 
create 2-D and 3-D pictures you can rotate, view from any 
angle, zoom in on, color with a palate of 256,000 colors, 	 . .... 
and fill with textures, all in addition to the obligatory circles, 
squares, lines, angles, cubes, and semi-circles that you'd 	[oJ 
be lucky to find in most paint programs. How they packed 
all these features into MICROCAD we'll never know. But we 	 '.. 
do know that this is a hot, HO! graphics/CA!) program. 
Requires 640K, VGA, and a mouse. 

KADFONT v4.OA combination of a SMALL computer-aided drawing program, a TINY desktop publishing system, 
and a LIMITED font generator. What you see and create on the screen is what you get when you print to your 9-pin printer. 
KADFONT is designed for the user who would like to draw, add text, save, print, and get on with other tasks. Requires 
640K, MCGA or VGA, and a hard disk. 

GREAT GRAPHIC GO-BETWEEN! 
GRAPHIC  
WORKSHOP vôiu (1626) 
This is an excellent, easy-to-use menu-driven program that 

 
will convert between the most popular graphic ifie formats: 
MacPaint, PC Paintbrush with up to 256 colors, GEM/IMG,  
GIF of any size and up to 256 colors, TIFF, Dr. Halo CUT, 	 . . 

Targa, Windows 3.x BMP/PIF/ICON, WordPerfect WPG  
(bitmapped only), EPS (encapsulated PostScript); Glft9a, 	 1- 

 and PICTOR. In addition to converting between these for- 
mats, you can view the files, halftone and dither the color 
images to black and white, and print them to a laserJet- 
compatible, PostScript, or dot-matrix printer. You can also convert hill color digitized photographs for use as excellent 
black and white clip art. Other leatures Include: tunamorphic scaling, handles image files of any size, supports scanning 
with HP ScanJet Plus and 2c, can remmiap 24-bit (TARGA) to 8-bit color pictures; and much more. Supports CGA, Hercules, 
EGA, VGA, and most popular graphic video cards. Sample graphic files are included. Requires a hard disk, 512K fn stan-
dard and 640K for higher resolution pictures. 
• ............•• ......................................................... 

MIXED CLIP 
ART COLLECTION 
(Order any 2-Disk Se! by Disk No. below) 
The subjects covered in this line collection of 168 high quali-
ty clip art graphics Include people, sports, hobbies, American 
symbols, various designs, funny cartoons, dogs, horses, fish, 
ducks, foxes, motorcyclrs, Santa Clause, Halloween, and lots 
more. 

(6063, 6064)2 disks - PCXformal 

(6154, 6155)2 disks - WPG formal 

•••••••••• ......................0•••• .........................00 

COLOR PCX FRAMES 
(6137, 6138)2 disks 

A dazzling collection of 23 high-quality color graphics in PCX 
format. Each is an imaginative frame or sign in which you 
can insert a message. Motifs include roses, cowardly lion 
and scarecrow from Oz, Queen Victoria, jet, clown, beer 
glass and keg, ship, and more. Very professionally done. One 
of the best frame/sign collections we've seen! Requires color 
graphics. 

Yoifr 
mess rpi:i 

Here  

--_wj 
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TrueType FORTS #14 xio' TrueType FONTS #19(8114) 

FABULOUS TrueType FONTS 
for Windows 3.1 
Now that you have Windows 3.1 you can enjoy the fabulous world of TrueType FONTS. With our exciting 
collection, you will create documents of unparalleled quality. TrueType FONTS are scalable from 4 to 
127 points, and what you see on your screen is what you'll print on the page! "Scalable" means that your 
fonts can be reduced or enlarged to the size you like without ANY loss of quality. These fonts work with 
every printer supported by Windows and all your favorite Windows applications, including Windows 
Write and Paint Brush, Word for Windows, WordPerfect 5.1 for Windows, and many others. All TrueType 
FONT disks listed below require Windows 3.1. 
• ....S..........S..S........ 

TrueType INSTALL vl.Sls (7395) 
Install TrueType Fonts EFFORTLESSLY into Windows 3.1 with this outstanding utility. Point-&-dick ease taken to the 
extreme lets you preview each font in a variety of sizes from 4 points (teenie-weenie) on up to a whopping 127 points! It 
then lets you install as many fonts as memory will allow, and even updates the WIN,INI file. 'IIINSTAL can also remove fonts 
from memory or delete them from your hard disk. The fastest, easiest way to get your TrueType Fonts up and running! 
Requires Windows 3. 1. 

••SSS••.SS... ••••••••••••••••••••••......................... 

TrueType FONTS #1(7396) 

HMroIfl Chancery 

finDfS Crillee 

Fas1siie Elgarett 

TrueType FONTS #3(7398) 

anlctal. Neuvares 
Blippo ftirdic 
Iujciqnbnurq Lumpard<y 

IoiIcheiiku, 
	Bauhaus  

TrueType FONTS #12(8107) TrueType FONTS #6(7498) 

n1i4 600irIr' 
I11beL1am 	IIIlUlMllN 7xscript LITH 0 GR F 

Rudesberg CiEnoa OOD( 

1ueE2r i,nf, 	Supreme u1yml)1 B1ackckcin 

FOX I R ( ) I 

	 HEADHUNTER I'oler 

BUSORAMI\ Ne 
	 901186 Rothschild 

Cincm'uuuc SALOON IHKAQb Starry 
FitWQ i__* JOTT STAR1URST 

TrueType FONTS #9(7501) TrueType FONTS #22(8117) 

IILOO Geography 	
jlY 

Feitmark Helvcond 	7!~V% 

LUJkUft Pixie 	JENNIFER 
Vea. CO? 	TJAIATCH 

• .. ..................................... .......................... 

WIN VELOPE v4. I  (9165)  
Save time and effort with this fantastic Windows utility. Lift 	1 EL I 	I names and addresses directly off your documents and Pill  

them to envelopes using your favorite fonts and graphics!  
That's right, you can Include logos and pictures for 
envelopes that will look professionally (lone, WINVELOPE 	ri coaw.ci,ni.cI 

even has a handy "cardflle" address hook for storing and 
retrieving frequently used addresses, and of course you can 
manually input an address at flint time, Automatic return 
address insertion, adj tisthle margins, and the friendly 	 11 
Windows environment where "what you see is what you get" 
makes WINVEI.OPE it mist for every Windows user. Requires 	Rviiiw 	 CoP1U I9l.92 

Windows 3.x. 
....................................................  

TSL 'HOW TO' DISK #1: 
ADDING A PROGRAM TO 
THE WINDOWS PROGRAM MANAGER (9727) 
Running applications from the Windows environment is great, but how do you get them in there in the first place? This 
excellent tutorial shows you the steps required to add a program to any program group in the Windows program manag-
er. Each step is demonstrated In real-time with an accompanying explanation. All instructions are clear and concise and 
can be printed, This program introduces a new concept in Windows tutorials - YOU CAN ACTUALLY UNDERSTAND l't'! 
Requires 640K, DOS 3.3 or above, Super VGA, and a hard disk. 

INCREDIBLE PC ATLAS! 	 — 

A POWERHOUSE OF INFORMATION 	Opti ons Edit letungsijeip 

ATLUS vl.OI (2621)  
Nothing else like it in Shareware! Absolutely inci'edible!!! 
ATLUS is a computer-based atlas of the United States contain- 
ing information for all 50 states, the District of Columbia, 
and 169 U.S. cities. Loads of demographic information are  
provided, including: State and city population and industry; 
Area; State capital, tree, bird, flower, motto, and colleges; 
Age of cities; Colleges; State and local indrustty; and MORE! 
Cities are represented by small buttons on a map of the U.S. 
Click on a button to P01) up information about the city. You 	— 

can add more cities, update the information for any city or state, and perform database searches. There is even it quiz 
mode that tests your knowledge of U.S. geography. You can also add your own custom data for any city and keep track of 
it by changing the city's button color. The graphical representation of the map uses 3-D embossing techniques to enhance 
the high quality Window's interface. This is definitely one of those MUST-HAVE Windows programs! Requires VGA, 
Windows 3.x in Standard or Enhanced mode, and a 386 computer. 

TrueType FONTS #2(7397) 

Franklin 
@zeZe7, CRACK:ttN 
Cascade Nauert 
Caligula 

TrueType FONTS #4 (7496) 

/2\IRCTHI TX t3cckeat 
Benquiat 

c/iiijh, 
	

IIACKAbb 
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WINDOWS SHOWS YOU 
HOW TO HIT THE ROAD, JACK! 
WINDOWS ROAD ATLAS 
(1306) 

On the road again? Plan your trip across town or across 
country with NCOMPASS v1.21. Combine all the power of 
Windows 3.x with the information of a road atlas and get an 
outstanding desktop mapping and travel guide. Find and 
identify roads, display any points of interest, and track dis-
tances along your route. Quickly switch between maps and 
even zoom in for more detail. Copy all or part of your display 
to the Clipboard for use in other Windows programs. Use the 

included color and B&W maps of the US and Michigan with their respective sample databases, or get out the 
RAND/McNALLY and create your own. You can even import BMP graphics. You've always wanted to see the 
Grand Canyon, Crater Lake, and Niagara Falls. NCOMPASS will help you compile a personal travel atlas. 
Requires 1.4 megabytes free hard disk space and Windows 3.x operating in enhanced mode only. 

WINDOWS GOES MOLECULAR 
CHEMICAL 
for WINDOWS V 1.50 (9752) 
This incredible molecular modeling program takes full 
advantage of the 	Windows powerful 	environment. Atoms are 

' 
selected from the Periodic Table and molecules are made by 
dragging one atom to another. A 3-D model of the molecule 
is displayed as it is being constructed. Molecular models can 

 
be rotated and viewed from any direction and atoms can be 

 transferred from one molecule to another. Variable color : 
coding can be used to represent different types of atoms, and 
molecules cancan be saved to and retrieved from disk. A superb 
3-D simulation shows atoms and molecules in random 

motion and how they bond on collision. Parameters such as temperature, time step, and view size can all be modified, 
and the simulation changes accordingly. You create ionic structures by placing atoms on a unit cell. Requires Windows 
3..EGA or VGA, and a Microsoft-compatible mouse. 

WINDOWS DOES GAMES! 
GAMES #1 
for WINDOWS 3.x 
(4050) (Requires Windows 3.x) 
WINTRIS This is a great clone of the popular game Tetris. 
You must fill in as many horizontal rows as possible with 
descending blocks, When a line is filled it disappears and all 
of the blocks above it shift downward. Very challenging and 
addictive. Will provide hours of fun. 

FUN vi.02 Seven entertaining programs draw faces, 
eyes that follow your mouse movement, bugs, and robot heads 
on your screen. It even draws cracks while making "cracking" 
noises and includes a Friday the 13th "initiator." 

FISH3 v 1.0 This on-screen aquarium will relax any Windows user. Options include bubbles and 6 types of fish. 
Great for lowering your blood pressure! 

LANDER vi. 1 Skill and coordination are everything in this real-time simulation of a Lunar Excursion Module. 
You're on your final approach to the lunar surface. As pilot, you must control the vertical and horizontal rockets to guide 
your craft to a safe landing. 

PUZZLE This sliding-tile puzzle will provide you with hours of entertainment. Use the cursor keys to slide the num-
bered tiles to line up in numerical order. Works just like the popular hand-held puzzle of old! 
WORM WAR A great clone of the ever popular arcade game Centipede. Play is fast, furious, AND FUN! Blast every-
thing that moves and you'll survive—MAYBE! 

TAIPEI 0.5 This is Mali Jongg for Windows. Game play is great and the graphics are, as expected, wonderful! 
Requires Windows 3.x. 

GOOD GOLLY MISS MOLLY! 
GREAT GAMES FOR WINDOWS 
GAMES #2 
for WINDOWS 3.x (9338) 
WINDOWS GNU CHESS V 1.0 This excellent chess 	

YOU. 

game features nice graphics and plays very well. The hoard is 	
i 	 5.00 

in 3-D and color. Requires Windows 3.x enhanced mode. 

CHECKERS vi.1 This high quality checkers game you 
can play against the computer or another person, or let the 	

J 

 

computer play against itself. Includes 5 skill levels with the 	I 	 - 

option to change level in mid play. Requires Windows 3.x. 

LUCAS 	 i 	
Computer is black 	it is White's turn 

We dare you to solve the pattern n this challenging 
but solvable puzzle! Unraveling the mystery is interesting and entertaining. Includes sound effects through your comput-
er's internal speaker or Covox's Voice Master or Sound Blaster. Requires Windows 3.x. 

MINES v3.0 The object Is to find a path through the minefield. The game hoard is made up of squares and you 
must decide which ones are safe—or kablam! Stay alert because the mine field is different for each new challenging and 
entertaining game. Graphics are very nice. Requires Windows 3.x. 

ALIEN FORCE V 1.0 This is a simple blast-everything-that-moves arcade game in which you must fire missiles at 
alien ships. Higher levels pit you against faster, smarter enemies that also fire back. A few surprises await you, too! 
Graphics are good. Requires Windows 3.x. 

ATMOIDS V 1.0 In this Windows version of the popular game Asteroids, you must blast the boulders away with 
your space ship. Very challenging. Requires Windows 3.x. 

A WINDOW FULL OF FUN! 
GAMES #3 
for WINDOWS 3.x (39) 

WINDOWS VIDEO POKER 0.0 Mmk'k'd 
video poker machines In Nevada casinos, this Is Staid draw 
with odds paid based on the hand you draw. 'liii' conipulcr  
displays 5 cards face up. You can kohl aoy, all, or moms' nt Ihe 
cards. Cards not held are replaced oil Ii ncw ma rds Iloill Is' 

deck. Your payoff is based on the alIlolilil lici against odds 
provided by the game. Graphics m  te'nitihiii! Requires 
Windows 3.x in 386 enhanced inodc only, and VGA. 

HEXTET A unique variation olittils thai uses objects 
made from strings or clusters of polygons. Adds an interesting new twist to this very popular game! Requires 
Windows 3.x, 

MASTERMIND vl.i Iii ibis Interesting puzzle game, you must determine the sequence of a series, chosen by 
your opponent, given only it few clues. One player, the CodeMaker, secretly forms a pattern of 4 pegs using pegs of 6 
different colors. The other player (Codellreaker) must guess the pattern. After each guess, the CodeMaker responds 
with another pattern of pegs, which gives the CodeBreaker a hint to the solution. Requires Windows 3.x. 

........................................................... 

BATTLESHIP BLAST! 
DESTROYER i.o for 
Windows (8163) 
This terrific rendition of time classic Battleship game adds 
new excitement to game play with animated sequences and 
beautifully detailed graphics. Watch your missile come 
screaming down as It plunges into the water or annihilates 
the deck of a ship with an intense explosion. There are 31ev-
els of difficulty to choose from (beginner to advanced) and 
even an option for playing it Standard or Salvo style game. 
Get ready to experience DESTROYER for WINDOWS, 
Battleship like you've never seen before. Requires Windows 
3.x and VGA. 

A GRAPHIC PLAYGROUND FOR WINDOWS 
GRAPHIC WORKSHOP for WINDOWS v1OH (7239) 
Unparalleled graphic power for Windows. GRAPHIC WORKSHOP uses the Windows environment to make viewing, crop-
ping, converting, and printing your graphics a snap. You can adjust brightness and color balance, dither color graphics 
to black and white, reverse, rotate, flip, scale, reduce, sharpen, soften and otherwise wreak special-effects havoc on 
image files of any size up to the limit of your computer's memory. You get complete control over your bitmapped 
pictures with more options than you ever thought possible, and you can convert files between most popular file formats, 
including PCX, TIF, GIF, MAC, BMP and many others. Virtually every file format covered by DOS is supported. And since 
it's 'FOR WINDOWS," you already know how easy everything will be to use. Requires Windows 3.x. 

38 	YOU CAN DEPEND ON THE SOFTWARE LABS FOR QUALITY AND VALUE! 	, 	ORDER TOLL FREE: 8005697900 FOR SAME-DAY SHIPPING 	 39 



WINDOWS GETS SPELL CHECKED 	
5otlio,i 	 Window 

WINDOWS 	 Ward to Check: 

SPELLCHECKER 	 LJnro,s Word Loolcup  

(9755,975Q2 disks - _______ 

WINSPELLv2.0 is terrific Windows spelling supervisor that '°'°v 	 [ 	ciTmctuonry 	
- J 

can check your spelling in any Windows application three 
different ways. It can notity you as soon as you misspell it 

Nat000d Guoues 

word while you're typing; it can spelt check entire files such 
Cn, 
'ione 	 nus Harder 	1 

as Windows Write and ASCII (staiiil:ird ) Ii't: iiiil it can 
check the spelling of information copied to the Clipboard. Me 

	
rim  

Such flexibility allows you to check your spelling in virtually Mor.V 	 anoei 

any Windows application, including DOS based applications 
°'°'° 

running in a window, spreadsheets, telecommunication 
packages, etc. Includes two utilities for creating and converting custom dictionaries from ASCII files. 
Requires Windows 3.x. 

MOUSE VS MONSTER MAZE! 
WINMAZE vi. 0 (7848) 
Trapped like a rat! More like a mouse, really, but trapped 
nonetheless in a maze of monstrous proportions. WINMAZE 
gives you great graphics and challenges you, as the mouse, 
to solve a wide variety of mazes ranging in difficulty from 
"Cheese Cake" to a better mouse trap! Hop up on your hind 
legs and you can see a section of the maze over the wall. The 
faster you solve each maze, the higher your point score and 
the better your chance of getting bonus points. For a real 
challenge raise the walls so you can't peek. Very clever, won-
derful graphics, and very addicting. Requires Windows 3.1. 

WINDOWS TOUCHDOWN! 
WINFOOTBALL vi.i (9160) 
4th and Goal on the one yard line. Elway takes the snap 
and fi.zz ....bzot... your cable goes out. Do you (A) rip the 
cable from the wall? (B) Crush the TV with your couch? 
Or, (C) crank up Windows and play WINFOOTBALI.? If you 
answered (C), you'll never miss a game again because you 
control the action. Make your calls from it menu of 6 
running, 6 passing and various special team plays. Watch the 
game clock closely and use your time-outs wisely or you may 
find yourself on the loosing end of the statistics. You can 
even test your coaching ability e ill it quick ''2 minute" drill. 
With graphics like these and the easy to use Windows 
environment, you may just decide not to buy it new 'IV. 
Requires EGA or VGA and Windows 3.x. 

A DICEY GAME OF CHANCE! 
CRAPS 0.2 (7921) 
They rattle in your hand as you say a silent prayer: "Come on 
baby, daddy needs a new pair of shoes!" You throw the dice 
and they tumble across the felt and come to rest .....7." 
CRAPS! Probably the most exciting casino game and now you 
can experience the thrill at home on your PC. Start with 
$100 to $5000 and place piss, come, or field bets. If you 
feel lucky you can even place an odds bet or bet on any 
number from 4 to 10. Beginners will learn the history of 
craps and the rules of the game. There's even a switch to set 
the betting to automatic so you can concentrate on how 
CRAPS is played. Outstanding graphics and realistic action 
will have you dreaming of vacations or reaching for your wallet. Uses keyboard or MS-compatible mouse. Requires DOS 
3.3 or above, VGA, Windows 3.x running in enhanced node, and if hard disk. 

GREAT CAD AND DTP FOR WINDOWS 
LEONARD'S SKETCH vO.Oi 	 'r 	 L± 
(6158) 

 
This SUPERB easy-to-use drawing and paint program boasts 	 j 	.1.. all the basic features of CAD and desktop publishing  
programs. You can create, manipulate, and save complex 	- 
graphic images and text. Commands are selected through 	 ' .• °- 
pull-down and pop-up menus and graphic tool palettes. 	- 	 - 	- -. 
Opening, saving, and printing files are all accomplished 	 ------ 
through  a familiar Windows menu. Features include: 
Object-oriented graphics; Clipboard; Shapes toolbox  
(line, rectangle, etc.); Pen styles (solid, dash, dot, etc.); 	 I 
Line sizes; 16-color palette; Patterns; Text orientation; 
"Growing-direction" box; Grids; Redraw screen; Roman, modern and script fonts; and MUCH MORE! 
A great replacement for the limited Windows Paintbrush. Requires Windows 3.x and a mouse. 

ICONDRAW vi. 1 An excellent easy-to-use icon editor 
for designing and editing your own 16 color, 3202 pixel 
icons. Select colors and draw with pixels, lines, and hollow 
or filled rectangles and ellipses. Paste Bitmap feature lets you 
paste in bitmaps from the Clipboard. 

ICON LIBRARY V 1.0 A very easy-to-Use Icon 
manager that displays it window lull of icons, To change 
icons, ICONI.lIl attaches the icon to the program. Includes 
330 icons. 

ICON EDITOR v 1.3 Aiiollici' full-fcatni'ed program to let you design and edit your own icons (in .ICO format) 
for any application. 

PBICONS V 1.0 I'lllcoii lets you quickly, easily create and edit Windows icons within Windows Paintbrush, 
which provides access to a ricli clii iii' of drawing tools and options. Requires MS-Windows Paintbrush. 

ICONS FOR 3 'I'liis Is it Windows "I)yiianiic Link library" containing 76 general purpose icons for use in the Program 
Manager to assign an icon to if progcani. t ucludes pencil, computer, disk, dice, file, trays, $, modem, phone, FAX, yield, 
mailbox, envelope, and lots,  more. 

ICON GROUP CONTROLLER Manages a large collection of .ICO icon files using group windows and installation 
macros. lets you see SI) icons it once or use scroll bars in a smaller window. With the special macro feature you'll never 
have to remember or is pc ;m icon hienaine again! 

ICON MANIA! 
MS WINDOWS 3.x 
ICON LIBRARY 
(Order individually 41v Disk No. below) 	- 	 [J 
Our icon library collect IIIII features hundreds of high quality 
Windows icons for ;m ainazing variety of applications, includ-
ing popular conmiiii'i-ci:it and Shareware programs, and nearly 
any type of general pill poseapplications you can think of. 
Requires Windows ix 

VOLUME 1 Norton, dBASE IV, lotus 2.2, PC Tools, 	
• 	• 	• 	All AutoCad, Brief, X'l'Gold, ProComm, Harvard Graphics, 

CorelDraw, FoxPro, Excel, l.aplink, Paradox, plus 305 more. 
Includes a large number of general purpose icons. 

VOLUME 2 WordPerfect 5.1; Xtree; Microsoft Word, QuickBasic, and C; PKZip; WordStar; Prodigy; Quicken; 
Quatro; RBase; Sierra; Turbo Pascal; Turbo C; 'l'urbo Profiler; Turbo Assembler; Zortech, and 263 more, including a large 
number of general purpose icons. 

VOLUME 3 Microsoft Works, Ventura Publisher, lotus 3, PC Paintbrush 4, Reflex, CoinpuShow, Magellan, EasyCase, 
FluShot, ForinTool, Logitech, Mace Tools, PageMaker, Q&A, Qedit, SimCity, plus 290 more, including a huge selection 
of general purpose icons. 

(4 085) VOLUME 1 

(4086) VOLUME 2 

(4087) VOLUME 3 

MANAGE YOUR WINDOWS ICONS 
MS WINDOWS 3.x 
ICON DISK 
(4043) (Requires Windows 3.4 
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ZIP! ZAP! ZIP CU" 
ZIP CODE FINDER (I'WO) 

PERFECT PlC PORTFOLIO  
PIXFOLIO vi. 04. 13 	- [lie catalog edit View 

(7025, 7026)2 disks  
This image viewer and catalog manager views a variety of 	!U) T( ! 
bitmapped graphic formats and maintains multiple image 
catalogs. Formats include DeLuxe Paint, TIFF (even 24 bit 
color), PCX, TGA, GIF, BMP, 1MG, ICO, MAC, CLP, RLE, and 	 - 
embedded TIFF preview images in EPS files. PIXFOLIO 
builds catalogs of images that can even reside on different 
disks. The catalog can be easily searched to locate images. 	 ±i.,ir 
Postage stamp size images are displayed in a matrix. PLXFO- 	 C. 'm 
LlO can read an image in one format and save in another, 	- 	 -- 
making it an excellent file conversion utility. Images or parts thereof can be copied to the Clipboard for use in other pro-
grams. Other features include: Prints contents of a catalog (including 'thumbnails') or selected entries; Cut and paste dif- 
ferent palettes and/or number of colors; Support for the Windows Metarile clipboard format; and MUCH MORE. Requires 
Windows 3.x. 

WALLPAPER YOUR WINDOWS  
WIN WALL vi.i (9166) 
WINWALL includes over 2 Megabytes of beautiful high resolu-
tion VGA images in Windows Wallpaper BMP format. Pictures 
include 6 outer space scenes of the Moon, Saturn, and other 
astronomical images in addition to pictures of tropical fish, 
Yosemite valley, and a moonlit bay. All are in the 640x400 to 
640x480 resolution range. Some are actually photographs, 
and the remainder are high quality computer art. All will 
make a wonderful addition to your Windows Wallpaper 
collection. Requires Windows 3.x. 

LEARN HOW TO PREPARE THE PERFECT RESUME! 
RESUME and APPLY (lQQc) 
RESUME BEST is a 'job-landing" tutorial which will guide you through all the steps of preparing the most profession-
al resume possible. The information presented here is an absolute MUST if you wish to make the best possible impression 
on a prospective employer. It is also invaluable if you're considering opening a resume service for others. RESUME BEST 
represents 5 years of extensive, professional resume experience, including the prtzparation of more than 5,000 resumes! 
Covers every conceivable detail important for the preparation of a perfect resume. Even includes important information 
on preparing for an interview, how to write attention-getting cover letters, interview thank-you letters, and much more. 
If you are serious about landing the best possible job, you need RESUME BEST! 
APPL Yis an applicant database program which helps you track and manage all pertinent information regarding 
applications you make, including jobs and grants you apply for, contests, etc. It stores important daii and merges it 
with text files; prints letters, resumes, and envelopes; tracks previous experience; and more. 

400 FORM LETTERS for BUSINESS 
(Order individually by Disk No. below) 

Speechless? This extraordinary collection of over 400 business form letters will help you find the right words you need to 
get the message across. Included in this collection are warnings, invitations, order forms, request forms, credit applica-
tions, Christmas bonus announcements, layoff notices, letters of agreement and disagreement, termination notices, and 
MUCH, MUCH more. Almost every possible situation is covered. Most are very short, sweet, and to the point. Some con-
tain the legalease necessary to emphasize the seriousness of your message. To use them you merely fill in the blanks or 
substitute the appropriate words using your favorite word processor or text editor. Each volume of this set contains a var-
ied assortment of over 100 letters for a combined total of more than 400. 

(9516) VOLUME 3 
(9517) VOLUME 4 

ZIPKEY v2.03e is a fabitlisis iwodudl 1%,  ii il'. 	ill , i'iiij'lili'lv replace your zip code hook. Run it from the DOS 
command line or nieiiiorv rr.ilimt Ii Ill in 	'i' mdvu .;i1,-mid city, and '/.IPKEY will display the correct city and state 
or zip code as fast as you r:lii h1hid, II 111.11 ii 	niit:Ii, /fl'KI will automatically enter information in any field of your 
database or other prograiii. Fur I v.i,ii1,I, ii pc iii iii ,i ,  (odc and ZIPKEY will enter ilic correct city and state. A great 
time saver. Another nitty k'itui ii lvii turn iii Ir.1kut li'lcplione area codes for each ol the 30,000 cities in ZIPKEY's 
database. ASP 

INCREDIBLE! ACTUALLY 
BETTER THAN QUICKEN 
CHECKMATE PLUS vJ.5 
(7446, 7447)2 disks 
Queen takes pawn—that's checkmate. You take charge of 
your finances—that's CHECKMA'I'E P1,115, Don't play around 
with your money. Get the home and business accounting 
system that even beats Quimkcn. CIIICKMATE PLUS is true 
double entry accounting that combines checkbook manage-
ment, budgeting, accounting, and high resolution color 
graphics (but even works on monochrome) into a polished, 
easy to use interface. Keel) track of checks, deposits, credits, 
withdrawals, debits, and ATM activity for up to 200 different 
accounts. Split transactions 12 ways and attach notes to each on customized "stubs." Print checks on virtually any 
check form, even those torn right out of your checkbook. Powrrlul, lIeibk reports can he printed to screen, file, or 
printer; and a superb financial calculator figures loans, IRA's itut 	illS 11111(1 interest with full amortization reports. 
Define recurring events for those monthly rent, mortgage, or insui,uicc checks and then forget about them because 
CHECKMATE PLUS will remind you when they're tIne. Whet I ur yotcrc tracking the family budget or launching anew busi-
ness, you'll have complete financial control effuritessly. Runs on any monitor. Requires 640K and DOS 3.0 or above. ASP 

LENDERS HATE IT BECAUSE YOU KEEP THEIR MONEY! 
LOAN ACCELERATOR v1.03 (7968) 
This money-saving loan iii Ii .11 I 1I'i iiii liii Iii irrowers features built-in help and is very easy to use. Once you see 
the financial rewards a feui 'IF,I 6,11m .. ,ill 111.1h. on your mortgage or other loans, there will be no turning back to just 
making regular payments ill(- ii iv iii .1 Ii t us - i to, The LOAN ACCElERATOR begins its calculations with the current 
balance, so it's always ready to re-arm I ,i t - IIII ,  lilt I ire of an ongoing loan anytime you see a change in your desire or 
ability to make extra payments', Now \OIi .111 iii,uiti bough your loan at your own pace, not at the snail's pace assigned 
to you by the lender. Generates gI'('ill 11,1111 III tI;iyineilt comparisons. LOAN ACCELERATOR received the PRODUCT OF 
THE MONTH AWARD by 11(11111' Meetiaiiix Mitganiic. 

PUT  LAWYER IN YOUR PC WITH READY-MADE LEGAL FORMS 
00-17-YOURSELF LEGAL FORMS and WILLS (9057) 

DO-IT-YOURSELF LEGAL FORMS provides important legal forms to edit and use. Just bring them up on your 
screen and fill in the bla ii k. lint wtes it living Will, Irrevocable Trust, Durable Power of Attorney, Revocable Living Trusts, 
and Revocation of a living liii 'dl kui'nis are U.S. accepted. An excellent tutorial explains why you should create a living 
trust or will, why you sInus I do ii N. otirself, how to do it, advantages of a trust, choice of a trustee, things to know about 
community property, real tnotiei'ly, bank accounts, cars, etc., and more. Requires a word processor or text editor. 

WILLS v 1.04 was designed by an attorney and contains 15 different complete wilts, many additional will clauses, 
and related niaiei'lals. Information about the making of wills is also provided. By combining the wills and additional 
clauses, you ('an custom design a will to fit your exact needs. 

BUSINESS-NOT AS USUAL! 
PORTFOLIO MANAGER 
(1908) 
BUSINESS WEEK inagliziuc says: ''It does things its 
commercial rivals don't_" PFROI v3.8d measures portfolio 
performance (stocks, bonds, other securities) to set and 
meet long range investment goals. Most portfolio software 
packages don't address or correctly compute return on 
investment (Rot) - the classical performance measure fora 
single investment. PFROI correctly computes both portfolio 
and individual security ROI before and after taxes. This 
complete portfolio manager also handles all the usual 
portfolio transactions as well as most investment types. PFROI permits daily portfolio valuations and provides securities' 
cost bases for monitoring of unrealized capital gains. The tax features also make it an excellent tax planning and 
preparation tool. Menu-driven, easy to use, prints graphs and reports. We agree with BUSINESS WEEK magazine 
and rate this package tops in its class. Requires a tiai'd disk. 

(9514) VOLUME 1 
(9515) VOLUME 2 
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I 
ZOOM IN ON YOUR DESTINATION 
AND TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE 

THE INTERSTATE 
TRAVELLER (7399, 7400)2 disks 
This combination road map, atlas, trip planner, and 
geographical information powerhouse will get you to your 
destination in style. A clear, well-drawn US map shows 
highway and junction details across the nation. Zoom in on 
any area of the country for important information on major 
cities; including highways, landmarks, points of interest, 
temperature, rainfall, rivers and populations. Quickly plan 
your trips down to the last mile with comprehensive travel 

time, mileage, fuel consumption, and expense information generated automatically. Print detailed maps so you never get 
lost again. And don't worry about out of date information because INTERSTATE TRAVELLER lets you add your own cities 
and highways. Requires 512K, DOS 3.3 or higher, EGA or VGA, and a high density floppy or hard disk. Printing maps 
requires an IBM or Epson compatible punier. 

DIG THIS! 

GARDENER'S 
ASSISTANT (1809) 
helps you plan your home garden in every detail. You select 
from menus what region of the country you live in, what you 
want to plant, and the number of people your garden will be 
feeding. The program will graphically lay out your garden 
and provide details about planting and harvesting dates, 
how much seed to buy, and how to plant the seeds. If you 
have a computer and a green thumb, order your copy of 
GARDENER'S ASSISTANT and make your garden bloom! 
Requires CGA, EGA or VGA. 

THE DOCTOR MAKES HOUSECALLS 
MEDPAS (7251,7252, 7253) 3 disks 
KNOW what your Doctor is talking about. This incredible 
interactive medical encyclopedia will help you be a more 
informed patient. Symptom Analysis covers 31 major cate-
gories of symptoms that are part of the over 400 most com-
mon diseases and provides you with a full description and 
recommended treatment. MEDPAS shows you over 40 indi-
vidual at-home tests with the results of each comprehensively 
cross-referenced with any associated diseases through an 
extensive glossary. There are descriptions of over 30 geneti-
cally determined conditions, as well as an expanded section 
on AIDS and other contagious afflictions. Additional topics 
include child development, nutrition, and obesity. But don't stop there - you get "Medical Shorthand" which provides def-
initions and derivations of over 400 medical acronyms and jargon your doctor uses in recording patient treatment 
regimes. This fantastic resource also includes a section for your family's complete medical profihç. Written by a Doctor, 
MEDPAS is a critical asset for health conscious people and a MUST for every household. Requires color graphics and 2 
floppy drives or a hard disk. 

ORGANIZE YOUR FAMILY TREE 
BROTHER'S KEEPER VS-O (7198-7201)4 disks 
This excellent, complete genealogy program helps you organize your family tree information. You can record names, 
dates, and other information for two sets of parents, and print descendant charts with relationships, ancestor charts, 
group sheets, tree charts, alphabetical lists, and customized reports. Notes can be attached to records, and you can locate 
People in the file by typing their names instead of having to remember assigned numbers. Prints charts sideways on 
Epson-compatible graphics printers, Handles up to 15,000 names (that's a lot of cousins!). Requires 512K and a 
hard disk. ASP 

This stunning, easy-to-use world neip oyr;iiii I. nine 
graphical window on the world, Sile I so pinil ni i%o Ill 

and use the infinite ZOOM leaiiiri to 	ii ni ii.r.ngly 
detailed views (cities with Ili, n Lull. k i ,,iiir ire ugiil/ 

able). 11PIT's database in 	.iii.i,uiy', 000,000 &ita 
points organized by coastlill. 	wi 	uni;uli,i'i'ek, 
salt flats, nationalboundaril, I :. Iii cmiadian 
provincial borders, many nutjor ii Sri a lloi al (ltl('s, and 
many U.S. cities with 1990 i'll 'i e. population data. MAPIT  

iW 	 !U 
offers a super bonus featu eel .11 Iii a r programs don't 
have: You can insert lines, text, awl even figures to within 100 feet ANYWhERE IN THE WORLD, and you can even create 
your own databases consisting ol graplik' and textual data. The educational and business applications of this one feature 
alone are tremendous! lurluleil N an excellent demo showing the route Columbus took in his voyage of discovery across 
the Atlantic. Requires 51 2h DOS 3,3 or above, EGA or VGA, MS compatible mouse, audit hard disk. 

NON-MEDICAL PAIN RELIEF v2.0 lout live 
with pain. You'll get step-by step instructions for relieving 
minor aches, pains, headaches, pulled muscles, sI rums 
arthritis and more simply by applying pressure to insitive 
areas of the body. See exactly where to massage awl press 
with graphics that clearly illustrate tIme pkmees when' Iu'essnm'e 
Should he applied. Relieve lower back pain be rulubing it 	 -- 
certain spot on your kiumi. Pressure ippliedui:u'e'm olyour 
thumb will reduce denial pal mu lien' is (VIII;( sect wi covering eye strain due to computer use. For thousands of years 
the value of massage, rehies (I iv, a (1(1 iii i nessii cc has been recognized and practiced. NON-MEDICAl. PAIN RELIEF may 
be your first siel)  to it pain It ue tile. I'v(plires color graphics. 

FIRST AID TUTORIAL v2.7 Written by it certified First Aid & CPR Instructor, this tutorial outlines basic first 
aid treatments for common uwilical emergencies. learn what to do if you are first on the scene of an accident or injury. 
Covers bleeding, shock, moms......autH res, and much more. 

THE PERFECT COOKBOOK 
EDNA'S COOKBOOK 0.25 
(1824) 
This excellent program will record, file, sort, list and print 	I hit,idmahic lol,tuce ,  

all your important recipes. Edna's screen is conveniently 	 H 	I
For the croutims, tear up the broad or tube it, Combine the malted divided into two sections—one for ingredients and one 	_________________________________________________ 

for directions. For each recipe you can assign a category 	
butter and garlic pauder. Paul,  over broad cubes and toss to couer. 
Spread cubes on a cookie shoot and bahe 10 minutes in an oven 

j 	prelipted to 350 degrees, turning on ' 
	

1. meanwhile, wagh tile (DESSERTS), a subcategory (PUDDINGS), a title 	 11v lea,se, using only tk no-t '1,!ndcio'inaidv vainn, ,,,it di-v 

(GRANDMA'S CREAMY PUDDING), and the recipe's source. 	 ,'
. ished Categories and subcategories are user-definable, and recipes 	u b 

can be displayed or printed by category, subcategory, or 
all at once. Finding your recipes is a breeze because the 
program automatically arranges them by category, as Ix mtegory and imihi' 'moll .111 vVen password pill ('I S inn' secret 
recipes to keep them private. Amid, if you want to add (.1lough ready udu 011th 	to II DNA',, (Itt) 511(11 ifs Iii keep you 
cooking into lie next century, check out I1REI)'s I1l 	Pt S Iii low IS quni 	' tllipp\ ill 10 in (IHi(I hIs 

RECIPES ... RECIPES ... RECIPESI 
FRED'S RECIPES for EDNA'S COOKBOOK 
(1875, 1876, 1877, 18 78) 4 disks 
Imagine never wondering "How do you make THAT?" again. Six megabytes of recipes for EDNA's COOKBOOK (see above) 
might just do It. There's a whopping 3,500 recipes in this collection. Savor the many sumptuous appetizers, beverages, 
soups, eggs, seafood, gravies, pizza, canning, salads, vegetables, cakes, sandwiches, meat, bread, pasta, breakfast, desert, 
and poultry. This collection turns Edna's fine cookbook program into one of the most delectable online recipe books in 
the world. Requires a hard disk. 

AROUND THE WOk 	: KEYS 

MAPIT (7983, 7984) 2 disks 

NO PAIN, NO GAIN! NO THANK YOU! 
NON-MEDICAL PAIN 
RELIEF and FIRST AID 
TUTORIAL (7260) 
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BROWSE FOR VIDEO RENTALS AT HOME! 
MOVIES TO GO'  
(7685,7686)2 disks 

• 
Look out Siskel and Ebert, there's a new expert on the video DANCES WITH WOLVES 
scene! Save hours of browsing at the video store by doing c.. 	 b 	K.IV 	otn 

your searches at home. With over 1,000 titles to choose 
from, MOVIES TO GO has more tapes listed than most video lIJ9.n. wih. ri.t. 

stores even carry. In addition to the stunning, fun-filled ombIn 	It 	

.ERA;
fln.r 	vi 

graphics and animated icons used to showcase each title, 
th.r 

you'll love the main character, director, and actor listings, C.n.frn 	T 

• 
v,',. 

MPAA rating, synopsis, possible objectionable content, 
music, Academy Awards, setting, and special categories that 
make selecting just the right movie easy. There are even 

reviews, not by critics but by real people just like you! At first we thought, "Oh no, not another video library program!" 
But, one look and we were convinced: MOVIES TO GO! really is your ticket to the best videos! Requires 640K, DOS 3.3 or 
higher, VGA, and a hard disk. 

DON'T GET NAILED! 
li.jaj4JMs 

CONSTRUCTION 
ESTIMATOR vY.9 (7219)  

Patter 

!fltJ 

Whether you're trying to keep your contractor honest or he 	 ____________________ 
an honest contractor, CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATOR is a 
must. From the ground up you can reliably estimate the 	Disk dir. 
material cost of almost any house (except plumbing and 	Totals 

e 
Erase totals 

lectrical). CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATOR starts with the 	 _______________ 
footing, stemwall and slab. It estimates how many yards of 	 _______________________ 

fl 	I: 
:Save totals 

 concrete you'll need and it's total cost based on the 
Quit 	 Slab 	i numbers you fill in from the blueprints and the price you 

pay per yard. You know what you're estimating because 	 •
11 	Sterfluall 

you choose each item from a drawing of a house on your 

screen. Cursor up to the wood walls and estimate their cost, even taking into account the number of windows and doors 
in each wall. The rafter and roof sheeting calculations go so far as to ask for the angle of the roof and the overhang. The 
printed relrt not only estimates the cost for each section of the house but also tells how many 4x8 sheets of plywood or 
sheetrock you need to buy. Each item is clearly described in total wood feet or yards and is then broken down into indi-
vidual lengths like 16 pieces, 6.25 feet long." Whether your planning that add-on or building your dream house, 
CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATOR will keep you from getting hammered on the costs. Requires 640K and color graphics. 

. ..........••••SS•••.S*.øS... ....... 

PLAY THE LOTTERY WITH 
THE BEST POSSIBLE ODDS 
LOTTO PROPHET v3.02 
(7756) 

Ibis easy-to-use feature-packed pmograin is one of the best, 
most complete lottery programs available today. It produces 
statistical reports, prophet cards, graphs and trend charts 
based on the most frequently drawn numbers, current hot 
numbers, numbers appearing most with oilier numbers, 
numbers appearing the most in any month, Power/Due 
rating, and more. It can hold lotto numbers for up to 
60 U.S. and International lotteries all at the same time. 
The Prophet's Prognosticator will even select numbers using 
any ol six weighted factors and scroll out interesting opinions of them, easily switching from 3-pick to 6 pick, etc. 
Produce Doubles and Triples frequency reports showing how many times adjacent numbers or three numbers have 
appeared together in the past. Wheel numbers based on statistics or favorite numbers. Many other sophisticated features 
help to bring you closer to the big payoff. A hard disk and printer are recommended. ASP 

PUT A BEER CHASER ON YOUR PC! 
PCBARTENDER v2.00 (1823 

PC-BARTENDER is like having a professional bartender in your own home. This frill-featured program will show you how 
to mix almost any alcoholic (and non-alcoholic) beverage. Impress your guests with professionally mixed Brandy 
Alexanders, Pink Ladies, Flying Grasshoppers, Zombies, Black Russians, etc. PC-BARTENDER also keeps inventory, tells 
you what drinks you can mix with your on-hand stock, and teaches you about the ingredients of drinks. The menu-driven 
interface gives you easy access to hundreds of drinks, from old standbys to the exotic. 

	

I 	FOR THE PERSON iI' i1 IV[ I?YIIIINGI  
HOUSEHOLD REGISTER v3Os (1866) 
Protect yourself against financial thlsmtslt'r with lUll ISEIR)I.l) I(INIIER. This exceptional home inventory program lets you 
accurately record and evaluate your personal oi'lomls and will prove invaluable for organi7ing and reporting loss In 
case of fire, theft, or natural disaster. A ytmlim;iitoii 111)011 prints your inventory and a summary of total items and value by 

	

$ 	category, location, or owner. Track tilt to 	iwins In an unlimited number of catagories. Easy pop-up menus with 
complete on-line help, a warraimly list simmiwhmig waimaumly expiration dates, a variety of reports that you can send to the 
screen, printer, or a text file, all(] 111114 Ii niom e riimiumml ont this outstanding program. Requires 384K and 2 floppy drives or a 

hard disk. ASP 

THE KEY TO GREAT MUSIC!  

THE MUSIC 	 +1 11 	+11 TRANSCRIPTION 	 " 
SYSTEM II v2.44 (2209) 
This unique easy-to-use menu-driven music composition 
and vocal instruction program is one of the best of its kind. 	 - 
You can compose, play, sing along, create music sheets, and  

print music on the screen or on paper. It covers time (mmli  

vocal range from Bass through Soprano and displays scores 	 I_•_ I_I_- 
on any of five different musical clefs. The music editor lets 	! 	 f_-4_4•_4 .__J 

you create and edit up to 550 notes with lyrics, guitar 	 •,_ 

chords, and basic harmony in any of 15 different key 
signatures, 12 different time signatures, and S different clefs. Other features include: On-line help; Practice; Play; Record; 
Play back; Works with MIDI board; and MI Ch MORE! Requires CGA, EGA or VGA and a Laserjet-compatible or Epson-, 
IBM-, or Tandy-compatible graphics I)rhmlt(r. 

USE YOUR KEYBOARD 	 L i 
AND LEARN TO READ MUSIC! 	 We by note 
NOTE BY NOTE v1.22T 	

t,Vt9VVV,I. ., Ivy - 

(9492) 	 (i 4_rrr—r--" 
This music education program features terrific graphics and 	 JJJ 
is ideal for beginners of all ages who wish to learn to read 	 I 

music. Several learning modes are available. Select PIANO 	 4 
and a keyboard and staff paper with treble and bass clefs are  
displayed. A random note then appears on either clef and 
you must select the corresponding key on the keyboard. 
Select GUITAR and a fingerboard is displayed. Then, when a  
random note appears, you must identify the position and 	[, 	[ 	 - 	 'II 

string where the note occurs on a guitar. Just like a real 
guitar, notes can occur on more than one string. Select LETTERS and when a random note appears you must identify its 
time (A,C,G, etc.). In the FREE PLAY mode you select the note name, piano key, or guitar position; and the note is dis-
played on the staff paper. Supports Sound Blaster, Sound Blaster Pro, Adlih, Adlib Gold, Pro Audio Spectrum, and Media 
FM sound cards.Requires 512K, VGA, and a Microsoft-compatible mouse. A hard disk Is recommended but not required. 

DON'T FRET OVER YOUR GUITAR!  
YOUR TEACHER HAS ARRIVED  
GUITAR TEACHER v1.41  
(9489)  
'h'huls exielletmt mmmemiim• driven guitar tutorial shows you 	 - 
mvemyiimlmig you net-([ to know about guitar chords.  
A representation of a guitar fingerboard is displayed with 
string numbers and fret positions clearly marked. Select 
time root note of the chord you wish to study and the type 
of chord (major, minor, 7th, major 7th, etc.). The chord  
is then displayed on the fingerboard. Chord structure is 
explained in terms of 1st note, 3rd note, etc. You're also 
shown which fingers to use to hold down the strings. The 
full chromatic scale is covered, and for every chord three alternative fingering positions can be shown. Over 250 chords 
are covered, and the display can be switched from right handed to left handed. You even get an excellent guitar tuner for 
accurately tuning your guitar and hints on playing. 
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1-2-3... SPREADSHEET! 
AS EASY AS v5.5 
(8214, 8215)2 disks 
Winner of the 1992 Shareware Industry Award for Best 
Application!" Shareware's best spreadsheet program looks, 
behaves like, and is compatible with Lotus 1-2-3. Almost all 
Lotus functions are present. Complete math functions; 18 
graph Options; Complete pull-down menus and function key 
utilization; Macros, range names, absolute and relative 

addressing; Creates and can use Lotus WItS and WKI files; 
8,192 rows x 256 columns; Spreadsheet linking; Shell to 
DOS; Includes statistical, string, logical, financial, and time 

and date functions; Supports 24-pin printers and HP LaserJet graphics; Reads/writes dBASE files; Easy data input Rriu for 
entering, viewing and editing records; Supports a math co-processor, EMS and Virtual Memory; Print preview mode; On-
line help and samples; Supports CGA, EGA, VGA, SVGA, and Hercules graphics modes; and MUCH MORE. This is a super 
spreadsheet bargain. Requires 384K, 1-3.5" or 2-5.25" floppy drives or a hard disk, ASP 

WORDPERFECT NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD! 
SUPER WP vUS2.20A 
(8003, 8004, 8005, 8006) 4 disks 
This elegant, new, world-class WordPerfect-compatible 
word processor is simply the best we've seen. SUPER WP 
has shaken the computing world with feature upon feature 
that smashes the competition—features even the costliest 
commercial word processing programs don't offer and 
are found only in programs like Microsoft Windows. This 
nearly identical WordPerfect twin boasts 117 equivalent 
WordPerfect commands and full file compatibility. And 
listen to this! Nearly all other WordPerfect commands are 
accessed through a superior and much-easier-to-use menu 

system. Super WP simply gives you the power of WordPerfect but with greater ease of use. It emulates WordPerfect 5.0 
including file formats, and can also he configured to emulate WordStar. It reads any WordPerfect document file and 
saves in WordPerfect 4.1, 4.2, or 5.0 formats. It can also read any WordStar or ASCII file. And Super WP offers terrific 
bonuses that you won't find in WordPerfect or any other word processing program. Other features include: A preview 
function lets you view a file before printing; 120,000 word spell checker; Supports over 60 dot matrix and laser printers; 
Calendar; Calculator; DOS shell; 9 fonts; Picture graphic menu of available items (like icons for Windows); Auto-dialer; 
On-line help; and most if not all functions found in commercial quality word processors! There's even a cardflle system 

to keep track of addresses, client information, phone calls, activities, etc. Nole: SUPER WP cannot import or handle clip 
art or graphics. Requires 400K and a hard disk. 

TWINKLE, TWINKLE LITTLE STAR. 
ASTROLOGY AT ITS BEST! 
ASTRO 
(2715, 2716)2 disks 
This is an astrology program with a lug aulv:uilage! 1,11w 

similar programs, ASTRO gives you liii' iiiii ii! ITS Vol] iced. 

But, it also produces a graphical cti.i I Imhcol IrtUlolil. And, 

perhaps best of all, ASTRO analysi', lic imildwis and pro-

duces an interpretive reading for your subject, this is help-

ful for new astrologers who (ho not VII understand all the 

details of interpretation. 'Ibis comi isi cLul program gone 

shareware is no parlor gain(-. 11's ......ni ilt'k', sophicticated 

astrology program that uses rolitilics 111:1t compute planetary 
positions accurate to within II) minutes, AS'I'R() is easy to learn and use, yet, with its built-in databases, it is very Power-
fill. One database Is for hiullu dates, times and places. Another, for locations, provides all needed data for about 100 U.S. 
and 100 foreign cIties, lets you store birth date/ location data for yourself and others. ASTRO generates planetary posi-
tions, house cusps, and aspects. I louse cusps can be generated using Equal I louse, M-I louse, Placidus, Conipanus, and 
Regionuontanus House systems. Other options include: Decaits; Midheaveti; Moon's Nodes; Part of Fortune; Vertex and 
East-Point; plus other important calculations and determinations. Also provides Birth Rectification by which basic houses 

can be roughly determined even if you don't know a person's exact I (Ill' ofbirdi. Requires 400K, mono or color graph-

ics, 2 floppy drives or a hard disk, and a dot-matrix or I.aserJet-coi Ilal tutu printer. 

STATISTICALLY SPEAKING! 
SPPC v4.7 (7523, 7524, 7525, 7526) 4 disks 
The S'I'A'l'ISTICAI. PACKAGE FOR 'I'IIE PERSONAL COMPUTER (SI'PC) is a fully interactive statistical program that lets you 
enter, manage, and analyi.e biitli simple and complex sets of data. Store very large sets of data on a diskette or hard disk 
and then use one or a combination of several of the available procedures to analyze it. Use frequency distributions, 
simple descriptive statistics calculations, a wide range of parametric and non parametric hypothesis tests, and more. 
Obtain numerous confidence Intervals, conduct several types of simple and complex regression analyses, compute 

probabilities associated with a variety of continuous and discrete 	
-e 

probabilities 	and well.., statistically speaking, if it's 

not here it's probably not important! SI'PC is very user-friendly with ts menu-drivemi interface and extensive on-line help. 

Requires 640K and a hard disk. 

HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS! 
SKYGLOBE v3.5 (2613) 
Winner of the Shareware Industry Award for "Best home or 
llobby" program! This excellent, easy to use astronomy 
program is packed with features that will entertain while 
teaching you about the heavens. You can select a viewing 
location from a menu of 230 Cities and countries. 
The sky is displayed as it is right now in the southeast. 
You can see the stars that are rising right now, and the view 
changes in increments of one muinne, Features include: 

Amuto-incremimeuit uiiude slnuuitai's Illc ptssagi' 1/111111 lull your 

l'illlltullIt'm; (luIll'ilI 	Ill' ItirlIIl,,ll iii Ille lhIc'u'cus'ilu .iiiit Ill' 

ctl'\alilllall(t(liul'lIslllil ItIl'iIl'o I ,II:uuiI'u'uhllIIIIl'Ill liii' 

ol liii 	Is 	'/111 h'.iurs' .111(1W. (((II III .11151.1 dw IlIaltuulIic:utloml  to display fu'oni 192 10 25,1)1)0 stars; The 300 

bill, 	

'

.1,11.1111 Ii h.IIU'htI'lI. I)is1>t:uy lalititte, Ioiigituidu', intl ecliptic lines, and control the muuumherofconstelltttlon 

tii''. ltIS1I1;Iyl'lt Lush uutt' uttows you to huuti different stars or constellations; On-line nip uuutl single keystroke 

couutuuuauuds for ease of use; Print star maps oil hupsomu-conipatible amid l,aseu:Jet-colmupalmhlu' priuut('i's; and much more. SKY-
GlOBE Is a pleasure to use. Works with CGA, EGA, VGA, and hercules graphic cards. 

PSALM 23 AT THE TOUCH OF A KEY! 
ON-LINE BIBLE v.o 
(7000-7013) 14 disks 
This powerhouse program contains the entire text of the KJV 
version of the Old and New Testaments, including Greek and 
Hebrew lexicon and Treasure of Scripture cross references. 
ON-LINE BIBLE allows extensive searches for a particular 
word, combination of words, and phrases. Selected text 

may be output to disk or to printer. Other features include: 
Keyed to popular word study groups; 571,432 cross 
references; Revised Strong's New Testament numbers; 
TSR copies verses directly to your word processor. 
Requires 330K and a hard disk with 11 megs of space. 

L  mm 
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SPECIAL PRICE: 
'$2Z95 for 5 11 disks 
$34•95 for 3" disks 

T his perfect package for new users starts out with the 
national best selling book "DOS FOR DUMMIES." 
In addition, we've collected some of the finest share-

ware programs designed not only for new users but for 
anyone who wants to know more about their computer 
and how to get the most out of it! 

PC -LEARN and PC PRIMER (3360,3361) 2disks 
PC-LEARN v5.6 Is for BEGINNERS! This series of short, basic, easy-to-understand tutorials is what every new PC user 
should have. Topics include: Introduction & Basic Technology; DOS for Beginners; Deeper DOS and Keyboard Skills; 
Batch Files for Efficiency; Word Processing; Spreadsheets; Databases; Hard Disk; Modems; and more! Users include the 
Dept of labor, University of California, and others. 

PC PRIMER v3. is is a menu-driven tutorial for learning about your computer and DOS. Topics include: First Time 
User; Hardware; DOS (3 levels); and Hard Disk (2 levels). Also includes an optional quiz for each topic. Requires DOS 
2.11 or higher and 512K. 

WHAT'S IN 
THAT BOX? vl.O (3346) 
Ever wonder WHAT'S IN THAT BOX? You know, the one you stick your floppy disks 
into. Loaded with informative text and fabulous graphics, this entertaining tutorial 
takes you inside your computer and outlines the mother board, its major compo-
nents, and lots more. A must-have program for every computer user! 
Requires color graphics. 

TURBO MENU v5.4 (7494) 
Simply incredible! This elegant menu system actually searches your hard disk for nearly 1,000 well known programs and 
automatically generates menus for you. It's so easy, you just type one word, sit back and let TURBO MENU do the rest 
Within minutes you'll have complete system security with multiple passwords, screen savers, hard disk head parking, and 
a built-in usage log. You'll access your favorite programs through scrolling menu bars, enjoy full keyboard or mouse 
support, hot keys, automatic file checking for DOS errors, a scrolling directory utility, and a built-in text editor. Even on-
line help is available with a single keystroke. Delight in the simplicity and time saving features that make TURBO MENU 
ideal for beginners and experts alike. Requires a hard disk. 

LIST v7.7a (417) 
LIST is the all-time best program to list documents to your screen for reading. Scroll forward and backward through a 
document line by line or screen by screen. Packed with features including: Print file; Mark blocks and write to a new file; 
Super fast text search; Junk filter to remove non-text characters for easier viewing; Word wrap for long lines; 43 line EGA 
support; View compressed archive files; On-line help; Run executable programs from within LIST; Search multiple files 
for text; and much more.Listed in DOS FOR DUMMIES as one of their 10 must-have programs! 

VIRA WAY v20.O1 (9943) 	 It h 
11 1. 
	

WhOl fib, One of the best virus detection, prevention, and clean-up programs available 
today at ANY price. A delight to use, VIRAWAY's unique action quickly, easily, 	 t, F11, 91MAT 

and AUTOMATICALLY eliminates viruses as it finds them, assuring you a safe,  
infection-free system. 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

THE SPACE-MAKER: PKZIP v2.04c (467) 
This disk includes powerful data compression tools designed to save disk space and money. Expand your disk space up 
to 140%. Don't buy another box of diskettes or shell out megabucks for a hard disk with more megabytes. Just put 
more space on what you already have. Compressed files take up a fraction of the space. Included are the PKWARE pro-
grams (PKZtP and PKUNZIP) for fast, easy file archiving, compression, and decompression. Also included is PKSFX 
which will convert your compressed files into self-extracting executable files. ASP 

• S••••••S•SS••••• ••SS•...S..............,........... 

WHO SAID YOU CAN'T GET 
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING? 
NEW FANTASTIC 
FREEBIES (9572) 

:lntIIy, you can get something for notluiig! Well, OK, you have 
to buy this disk, and you might have to call an 800 number or 
write a postcard. But when you see dic quality ol the samples 
Included on this NEW disk, you'll want to contact Al 65 corn-

patties listed. Follow the instructions in (i,iii1niFItIlItlIS 3,1 
to obtain books, posters, tech nic:iI re;nm i. over ((i floppy 
disks, 10 videos, and more. As a den ' 'Iriti ni of the type of 
freebies you can get, we've inch id,'I 1 I.ii.i'tie POA/VCA helicopter game plus a second demo program - both obtained 
free using the information In Co11ti c, Ii, A low registration fee gets you a list of 460 similarly generous companies. 
No special system reqiilrenn Its are iii' 'tie Ito 'un CompuFREEBIES. 

DOS FOR DUMMIES! 
F111(1/I)'! 'I COIfl/)llI('P b()Oh,/O,' 11w 

resi of us! No more 1ev/ni/cal 

jargon Ihal can only be under-
stood by rocket scientisis. This 
national best seller takes a different 
approach. It assumes you know 
absolutely nothing about comput-
ers and moves on from there. Ok, 
you must be able to tell the differ-
ence between your computer 
and the box it came in, but 	A 
that's about all. Everything else 
you need to know, from the 
moment you power up, to 
your last keystroke, is 
covered in plain, easy to 	4 keference  
understand, sometimes 	for the Rest 

140 t~ 
irreverent, always 	of Us! 

entertaining English. 
With chapters like 
"Ten Common Beginner 
Mistakes," "Technical Stuff to 
Ignore," "Yikest Help Me Out of This One!," 
"The Non-Nerds Guide to Hardware," and "Ten Things You Shouldn't 
Ever Do, "you can count on the kind of day-to-day information you need to 
make computing enjoyable. And you'll learn that you don't have to be a genius 
to perform like one. 

PRICE: $15.95 

#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER! 

0 
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HERE'S A SNEAK PREVIEW OF WHAT'S INSIDE! 

Convert Pennies to Dollars with the 
DOUBLE DISK CONVERTER 
Highly recommended by Compute Magazine, 
vigorously endorsed by Apple Library Users 
Group, featured in PC Laptop Magazine! If you 
use 3W 1.44MB diskettes, the Double Disk Con-
verter will save you a ton of money. It will convert 
low cost 720K disks to work as high cost 1.44MB 
disks with no compromise in media reliability. You'll N

disk 
save $6.00 to $10.00 with every box of disks you con 
vert. The Double Disk Converter securely anchors your  
and punches a perfect rectangular hole in the disk cover. That's all 
there is to it. Your inexpensive 720K disk is now an 'expensive" 1.44MB disk. We've been using this money 
saver for three years at TSL and we love it. Made of Heavy gauge, deep drawn steel—not sheet metal or alu- 
minum Full one year warranty. Start saving now! Order your Double Disk Converter today! 

SPECIAL SALE PRICE: ONLY $29.95 
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